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The Character of Epistemic Modality:
Evidentiality, indexicality, and what’s at issue
ABSTRACT: I argue that statements containing English epistemic modals are sensitive to context in
three distinct ways, crucial to understanding the complex patterns of interpretation and response
attested in the literature. First, I endorse an evidential Kratzerian semantics, as originally proposed
by von Fintel & Gillies (2010). But I modify their semantics so that must and may are merely
doxastic and suppositional instead of truly epistemic, yielding a truth conditional semantics from
which one of their key stipulations is argued to follow. Second, I argue that must and other epistemic
modals are indexically anchored to a discourse center—an agent-at-a-time whose doxastic state is
currently under discussion in the context of utterance (Roberts 2015).This correctly predicts the
contextually limited range of candidates for the doxastic anchoring agent of such a modal, thereby
constrains what body of evidence is understood to be relevant, and helps to explain the modal’s
apparent scope in a given context—a pseudo-scope effect rather than a reflection of syntactic scope
at LF (pace Hacquard 2013). Third, in most contexts, where the epistemic state of the anchoring
agent is not itself at-issue in the sense of being RELEVANT to the Question Under Discussion
(Roberts 1996/2012), the evidential content associated with the modal will not be the target of an apt
response. Such not at-issue uses parallel parenthetical uses of attitude reports (Simons 2006). Only
when the evidentiality itself is at-issue, as in von Fintel & Gillies’ (2007) Mastermind contexts, does
a direct response target that content. This account explains a variety of other properties of epistemic
modals and sheds light on some outstanding puzzles, including Yalcin’s (2007) version of Moore’s
paradox for embedded epistemic modals, and purported arguments for modal Relativism (Egan,
Hawthorne & Weatherson 2005). And it argues for a more refined notion of RELEVANCE, which
takes into account not only truth, but the possibility and probability of potential answers.
1. Introduction 1
Some of the most interesting studies on the relationship between semantics and pragmatics
involve simple function words—members of closed classes with a very high frequency of
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occurrence in the language. Pronouns and definite articles, connectives like or and its translation
counterparts across languages, only and its kin, and many others all display context-sensitive
semantics, and it is arguably this constrained context-sensitivity that lends them their power and
flexibility. Here I offer a study of two members of another closed class of context-sensitive
items, the English epistemic modal auxiliaries, focusing here on must and might.
I make no pretense of having the last word on either, let alone on the full range of modal
auxiliaries and other epistemic vocabulary. But drawing on a rich existing literature full of
insights and puzzles, I offer some new observations and integrate them into a semantics for these
English examplars in which they are context-sensitive in ways that help to explain these puzzles.
In keeping with the general Kratzerian approach to natural language modal auxiliaries, their
proffered content is very simple—effectively universal (must) or existential (might)
quantification over a relevant set of possible worlds. The interesting work is done by other
aspects of their conventional contents: what is presupposed, that is to say, how they
conventionally appeal to the context of utterance to retrieve crucial features of their meaning in
that context. The presupposed content of an epistemic modal auxiliary (EMA) is itself rather
simple, but because discourse is rich and complex, so that different contexts can vary along
many distinct parameters, the resulting attested patterns of interpretation accordingly display
complex patterns of variation.
As a first sketch, here is the proposed semantics for must:
The CHARACTER of English epistemic must:
[informal]
Presupposed content:
Indexical anchor: There is a particular doxastic agent a, whose relevant belief state at a
given time t the speaker intends to anchor the interpretation of the modal.
Evidential Modal Base: The domain of the modal operator associated with must is
determined by a consistent set of suppositions that is a proper superset of a’s beliefs at t.
Proffered content: The modal’s complement—its prejacent—is true in all the worlds given by
its modal base.
Beliefs and evidence are believed by and evident to particular agents. So the use of an EMA
presupposes that its interpretation is anchored by a particular, contextually salient doxastic agent.
The default for an assertion is the speaker, whose beliefs are always under consideration in
discourse; or for a question, the addressee, the individual whose views are being solicited. But
the anchor might be ‘we’, the interlocutors’ Common Ground (CG) being their joint purported
belief state in the discourse and as such always (ideally) evident and salient. Or when the EMA
occurs in the complement of an attitude predicate, the anchor will most likely be the agent of the
attitude. As we will see, there is independent evidence that at any given time in discourse there
are a limited set of possible doxastic anchors; Roberts (2015) argues that these generally anchor
the interpretation of indexicals, including inter alia indexical pronouns and adverbs, and
predicates like come (Barlew 2015). Hence, the CHARACTER of must is indexical. Given the
general nature, behavior, and availability of indexical anchors, this predicts both contextual
constraints on and clues to the intended resolution of the indexical anchoring presupposition.
Standard Kratzerian semantics for natural language modality takes such modals to be interpreted
relative to an often-implicit modal base MB, restricting the domain of the modal. Particular
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modal auxiliaries carry a variety of lexical restrictions on the possible types of MB available for
their interpretation. E.g., needn’t (a modal Negative Polarity Item) can only be deontic;
will/would cannot have a deontic interpretation; might doesn’t seem to have a dynamic
interpretation; etc. (Palmer 1990). One might regard these constraints as a species of lexical
subcategorization restrictions. I will model them as presuppositions of any competent speaker
who uses the modal: for the EMAs under consideration here, the presupposition of a particular
type of evidential modal base. This is quite similar to, and in fact inspired by, the evidentiality
of EMAs argued for by von Fintel & Gillies (2010). But the version here differs from their
proposal in ways which will be clearer when we consider the formal proposal, below.
I take proffered content (Roberts 1996/2012) to be that aspect of the conventionally given
CHARACTER of an expression which plays a role in the compositional, truth conditional
interpretation of any utterance in which it occurs—what is asserted in the canonical use of a
declarative, what’s questioned in an interrogative, what’s suggested by an imperative. The
proffered content of an EMA is quite simple: the appropriate modal operator takes as its argument
the prejacent. This is what epistemic must has in common with its deontic interpretation, as well
as with should, ought, will and would—all have the force of necessity, taking the prejacent as
semantic complement. Thus, the important differences between natural language modals and
their logical counterparts lies in the presupposed content of the former, and in how those
presuppositions may be resolved in context.
The proffered content of an EMA includes both the evidential claim associated with the operator
and what the evidence bears on, the prejacent. In some contexts, responses to an EMA assertion
seem to target the prejacent alone, commenting on its truth or falsity.
(1) [Context: One prosecutor talking with another about their case:]
A: Given the evidence I’ve seen, the victim might have known the killer at Yale.
B: No, he didn’t. They weren’t there at the same time.
B’s response seems to be a denial of the prejacent the victim knew the killer at Yale, and not
merely of its possibility relative to A’s available evidence. This has led some to argue that the
EMA may acts as a speech act modifier in such assertions, or that they involve two speech acts or
a special performative use of the EMA (Lyons 1977, von Fintel 2003, Swanson 2006, von Fintel
& Gillies 2007a, 2007b, Portner 2007a). I argue that we should instead explain the attested
response patterns in terms of what’s at-issue in the context of utterance (Amaral, Roberts &
Smith 2007; Roberts et al. 2009; Simons et al. 2011; Tonhauser et al. 2012, Simons et al. to
appear). The at-issue content of an utterance is that part of its content which is intended to
address the Question Under Discussion (QUD) (Roberts 1996/2012). In a typical context of
utterance, only the prejacent of an EMA assertion is at-issue. But in certain contexts, illustrated by
von Fintel & Gillies’ (2007a) Mastermind examples, the evidentiality itself is at-issue. Then in
those contexts, apt response targets the EMA as well. Thus, EMAs are an especially interesting
illustration of how proffered content can shift between foreground and background in context, of
how this is reflected in our sense of what is asserted and, accordingly, in apt response patterns.
This feature of the proposal is closely related to arguments in Moss (2015) about the
interpretation of nested epistemic modals, though she doesn’t focus on response patterns.
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Summarizing, English epistemic modal auxiliaries must and might are context-sensitive in three
ways:
a) An EMA presupposes a doxastic agent anchor for its evidentiality.
b) An EMA’s modality is evidential, the nature of the evidence contextually implicated and
presupposed to be available to its doxastic anchor.
c) The proffered implications of an EMA may shift between background and foreground, as a
function of the QUD.
These three parameters are independent of each other, though their resolution in a particular
context of utterance is often interdependent. But together, I will argue, they serve to explain a
number of outstanding puzzles in the literature, summarized in the following table. In column
(b), the symbol © represents a discourse center, an agent at a time whose doxastic state is under
consideration in the discourse at a given point:
Contextual parameters:
Puzzles (with § numbers):
4.1.1 Weak necessity
4.2. Variable anchoring
4.3.1 Puzzling inferences
4.3.2 Yalcin’s puzzle
4.4. Apparent scope
4.5.1 Faultless disagreement
4.5.2 Response patterns

(a)
Evidentiality

(b)
Anchoring to ©

(c)
Shifting
background/foreground

√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√

Table 1: Explaining puzzles about epistemic modals

The problem of weak necessity (§4.1) has motivated a great deal of discussion in the literature on
must, summarized in von Fintel & Gillies (2010). As in their work, the evidentiality adopted
here is intended to explain the relevant observations while retaining a basically strong semantics
for must and comparable semantics for might. Similarly, many have puzzled over the apparent
variability in anchoring of EMAs (§4.2). Anchoring to a discourse center ©, given independently
motivated constraints on the availability of discourse centers, is intended both to explain and
predict variability, and to constrain it appropriately. I will also consider interactions between
EMAs and attitudes (§4.3) and how these bear on recent arguments for a non-standard semantics
for EMAs, focusing on Egan et al. (2007) (§4.3.1) and Yalcin (2007) (§4.3.2), and showing how
the semantics proposed for must and might can explain the puzzles these authors consider while
maintaining a simple, Kratzerian semantics. Some have claimed that EMAs inevitably take wide
scope, and Hacquard (2013) provides good evidence that this tendency is cross-linguistic. But I
argue (§4.4) that that is not always the case, since EMAs can take narrow scope relative to a wide
range of operators; we can explain the tendency to wide scope through a combination of the
indexicality of EMAs and the way in which presupposition resolution affects apparent scope.
Finally, I consider examples which display evidence of faultless disagreement and “faulty
agreement” (Moltmann 2002) (§4.5.1) and those displaying a variety of patterns of felicitous
response to statements with EMAs (§4.5.2), responses which sometimes seem to target the
prejacent alone, and other times the entire evidential claim. I provide an alternative
characterization of what it is to agree about EMA statements, and evidence that the pattern of
4

felicitous response in a given example is a function of what’s at-issue in the context of utterance,
undercutting a variety of criticisms of the standard semantics which trade on these phenomena.
In what follows, in §2 I give some necessary background for the semantics to be developed,
explaining my assumptions about the nature of a context of utterance, and especially about the
crucial new notion of a discourse center ©. In §3, I offer and explain formal CHARACTERs for
must and might. In §4 I illustrate the implications of these CHARACTERs for utterances including
EMAs, focusing on the puzzles just outlined. Finally, in §5, I briefly present a few conclusions.
Throughout it should be kept in mind that this proposal is not aimed at resolving all features of
the semantics of epistemic modals. For example, it does not address what Moss (2015) calls
“graded epistemic modals” like probably and likely, and how these interact with must and might.
But I take it that not only must any adequate semantics for the EMAs take the three kinds of
context-sensitivity noted above into account, but that accounts which do so can be significantly
improved and simplified in other respects.
2. Background: Perspectival content and doxastic centers
In any given discourse at any given time, there is a limited set of points of view that are relevant
and salient at that time. These points of view are doxastic, they consist of the evident
(purported) beliefs of an agent a at a time t. 2 Because one of the functions of an agent’s point of
view is to play a role in characterizing de se attitudes, we take such an agent-at-a-time, <a,t> to
constitute a center in the technical sense of Lewis (1979). Roberts (2015) argues that
interlocutors track the set of entities whose point of view is relevant at a given time, the set of
discourse centers at that point in the discourse. So the salience of a doxastic center, an entityat-a-time in a world, is reflected in the special status of a corresponding discourse referent. To
identify a discourse center ©, we give it the two indices corresponding to those on the discourse
referents for the agent and time, both of which must be in the set of familiar discourse referents
in order for © to be a discourse center: ©i,j = <di,tj>. The doxastic state of (the denotation of) a
center ©i,j is the set of centered propositions consistent with the beliefs of (the agent which is the
value of) di at (the time which is the value of) tj. Those available in a given context always
include the speaker at utterance time: ©*, and the addressee at utterance time: ©@. And it
includes their join, inclusive ‘we’: ©*⊕©@ = ©we, reflecting the point of view captured in the
Common Ground CG. But under the scope of an attitude predicate P, the doxastic state of the
agent of the attitude also becomes relevant: ©P, while in Free Indirect Discourse (FID) (Eckardt
2014), the doxastic state of the agent whose viewpoint at the time of the reported attitude is
adopted serves as an additional center ©FID. The set of available doxastic centers in a given
discourse at a given time is ©D, which, like Reference Time in Partee (1984), is updated
regularly over time as the speaker and addressees change, we move in and out of the scope of
attitudes or FID, etc.
We will define the notion of a doxastic state in terms of a doxastic accessibility relation over
centered possible worlds. I adopt a modification due to Stalnaker (2008) of Lewis’
2
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characterization of centered worlds, developed to account for de se phenomena. He has multiple
reasons for this modification, but the one I find most compelling is what he calls a problem of
calibration, crucial to comparing cognitive states. Hintikka’s approach to propositional attitudes
via modal accessibility relations makes possible comparison of the content of the objects of such
attitudes across times and across persons: Two individuals A and B (or one individual at two
times) believe the same proposition p at t in w just in case both DOX(A,t,w) ⊆ p and DOX(B,t,w)
⊆ p. But if beliefs are sets of centered worlds, and two distinct agents’ beliefs involve sets with
distinct centers, how can we compare what they believe? If the same agent at distinct times
corresponds to two distinct individual-time pairs, two centers, how can we compare what that
agent believes at different times?
Stalnaker replaces worlds in the Hintikka approach with centered worlds, permitting us to talk
about just one doxastic accessibility relationship R, the agent given by the center of its first
argument:
a belief state is a pair consisting of a centered world and its Dox-related belief set:
• the base (centered) world: the determining centered world, an ordered pair consisting of the
center—a person whose beliefs are being represented and the time at which she has those
beliefs, and the possible world in which the center has those beliefs
• the belief set: the determined set, a set of centered worlds of the same type as the base world.
In each pair <c,w>, the c represents what the base subject takes herself to be in w, a world
which, for all she believes, may be actual. The worlds in these pairs are those which would
be accessible from the base world under Hintikka’s doxastic accessibility relation relativized
to the base center.
Stalnaker’s modified theory of centered worlds is realized with a model <W, S, T, ≥, E, R>
where:
1. W is a nonempty set of possible worlds
2. S is a set of subjects or believers [my doxastic agents]
3. T is a set of times
4. ≥ is a binary transitive connected anti-symmetric relation on T, a relation that determines a
linear order of the times.
5. E is the set of centered worlds meeting the condition that the subject of the center exists in
the world at the time of the center, where
• A center is a pair, <A, t>, where A ∈ S and t ∈ T. Subjects may exist at some times
at some worlds, and not at others.
• A centered world is a pair <c,w>, where c is a center and w ∈ W.
6. R is a binary relation on E that is transitive, Euclidean and serial. R must also satisfy
condition (*), below.
To say that <<A,t>, w> R <<B,t*>,w′> is to say that it is
compatible with what A believes at time t in world w that she is in world w′, that she is
person B, and that the time is time t*.
R in 6 is a doxastic accessibility relation (the sort of relation I call DOX throughout this paper),
representing a subject’s beliefs at a time in a world. The requirements on R guarantee that the
agent has access to what she believes and to what she does not. See Stalnaker (2014, Chapter 2)
for useful discussion of the properties of this model. It has the additional condition (*):
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(*)

For any centers, c*, c′ and c′′, and worlds w and w′: if <c*,w> R <c′,w′> and <c*,w> R
<c′′,w′>, then c′ = c′′.

(*) tells us that “ignorance or uncertainty about where one is in the world is always also
ignorance or uncertainty about what world one is in” (2012:70). Stalnaker tells us that (*) is the
main respect in which this model differs formally from Lewis’, in which the same center was
permitted to occur in two “places” in the same world. Lewis took this to be necessary in order to
properly model the structure of de se beliefs, which he argued to be inherently more fine-grained
than could be captured with possible worlds. But because of (*), for Stalnaker the contents of a
belief state “can be taken to be ordinary propositions—sets of uncentered possible worlds, even
though the centers determined by a particular belief state may play a role in determining which
proposition is denoted by a that-clause with indexical expressions in it” (2008:71). That is, the
“distinctive self-locating character [of self-locating beliefs] will be a feature of the subject’s
relation to that content, and not a feature of the content itself”.
Summarizing, a doxastic accessibility relation DOX takes an agent a, a time t, and a world w,
<<a,t>,w>—the centered world whose center is <a,t>, and yields a set of centered worlds, those
in which every proposition that a believes at t in w is true and the center reflects a’s self-location
in that world. This is the agent’s belief state. And since the agent self-locates as the centers in
her belief state worlds, via those centers we can characterize his de se beliefs.
We can use these notions to give technical definitions for the intuitive notions discussed earlier:
A doxastic center is an ordered pair consisting of a doxastic agent a and a time t: <a,t>.
A doxastic origin is an ordered pair of a doxastic center and a world: <<a,t>,w>.
A doxastic point of view is a doxastic origin and its associated doxastic relation DOX.
A doxastic perspective is the information accessible from a doxastic point of view, a’s
belief set at t in w: DOX(<<a,t>,w>).
A proposition is a set of centered worlds.
I adopt the following notion of the context of utterance:
Context of utterance in a discourse D: <DGD, QUDD, CSD, DRD, ©D>, consisting of
DG:
the interlocutors’ evident goals, their Domain Goals
QUD: the ordered set of questions currently under discussion, with the first, current
question CQ
CS:
the interlocutors’ Context Set, the set of worlds compatible with their CG
DR:
the set of Discourse Referents (DRefs) 3
©:
the set of discourse centers, each the ordered pair of a DRef and a time: <d,t>.
For the most part, this is the notion of context developed in Roberts (1996/2012, 2004), the QUD
playing a central role in constraining what a speaker can reasonably be taken to meannn (in the
sense of Grice 1957) by her utterance. This is driven by a requirement of RELEVANCE:
3
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RELEVANCE: Felicity of utterance requires RELEVANCE to the QUD, where
a. An assertion is relevant to a QUD iff it contextually entails a partial or complete
answer to the CQ.
b. A question is relevant to a QUD iff it has an answer which contextually entails a
partial or complete answer to the CQ.
c. A directive is RELEVANT to a QUD iff its realization promises to play a role in
resolving the CQ.
The new component of context here is the set of discourse centers ©D, a dynamically changing
set of the familiar doxastic centers (agents at a time) whose doxastic perspective the interlocutors
take to be relevant at a given point in the discourse:
©D ⊆ {<di,tj> | di, tj ∈ DR & di is a doxastic agent whose beliefs at tj are under discussion
in D}. Further:
• ©D always includes a distinguished center ©i,j*, corresponding to the speaker di at the
time of utterance tj, a ©k,j@ corresponding to the addressee at that time, and their join,
inclusive ‘we’: ©*⊕©@ = ©we, their point of view reflected in CS.
• other centers are introduced conventionally (under attitude predicates) or
conversationally (in FID or modal subordination), in conjunction with the
interlocutors’ consideration of alternative doxastic states.
Roberts (2015) constitutes an extended argument for the utility of discourse centers, and their
corresponding de se semantics and pragmatics, in the semantics of indexical expressions,
including the canonical indexicals and demonstratives that were the focus of Kaplan (1979) and
so much subsequent work. Space precludes discussion and illustration here, but this is the
upshot:
To be an indexical expression is to have a CHARACTER which conventionally
presupposes a contextually given doxastic center as anchor. Anchoring is a type of
anaphora, but the presupposed anchor typically isn’t coreferential with the indexical
expression’s proffered content.
I will call the conventional content of an expression its CHARACTER. This notion differs from that
of Kaplan (1979), in that in keeping with dynamic theories of context (Heim 1982, 1983, Kamp
& Reyle 1993, Martin 2013, AnderBois et al. 2015, inter alia), context may be updated in the
course of interpretation. Hence, presuppositions needn’t be satisfied by the global context of
utterance, but may be merely locally satisfied. CHARACTER may involve at least these types of
conventional content:
CHARACTER consists of:
Presupposed content: that which constrains the contexts of utterance in which
utterance of the content is felicitous
Auxiliary content: 4 that which is directly attributed to some discourse center
4
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Proffered content: that which enters into the compositionally calculated truth
conditional content of the utterance in which it occurs—what is asserted,
asked or directed
Now we can define a notion that will play an important role in what follows:
at-issueness:

For any proposition p, let ?p denote the question whether p, i.e. the partition on the set of
worlds with members p and ¬p. Then:
A proffered proposition p is at-issue relative to a question Q iff ?p is RELEVANT to Q.
This definition is revised from that in Simons et al. (2011) in the addition of the term proffered,
thus explicitly excluding presupposed and auxiliary content from what can potentially be atissue. It is at most the proffered content which may make the utterance RELEVANT to the
resolution of the QUD. But as my colleagues and I have argued (Roberts et al. 2009, Simons et
al. 2011, Tonhauser et al. 2013, etc.) not all that’s proffered is at-issue. This comes to bear on
the analysis of the EMAs to be developed below, especially in §4.5.
3. Doxastic semantics and pragmatics for evidential modals
Recall the informal characterization of the meaning of must in the introduction. With the tools
discussed in the previous section, we can now give its formal CHARACTER as follows:
CHARACTER of English epistemic must:
Given an utterance musti,j p in context D = <CSD,DRD,©D>, world and time of evaluation w, tj:
Presupposed content:
Indexical anchor: There is a ©i,j = <di,tj> ∈ ©D.
Evidential Modal Base: There is a function f mapping centered worlds to sets of centered
propositions (each a set of centered worlds) s.t. f(<©i,j,w>) = S, where S is s.t.:
∩S ≠ ∅ &
‘S is consistent’
∀p∈S: suppose(p,©i,j,w) &
‘all p in S are supposed by di at tj in w’
∩S ⊂ Dox(©i,j)(w)
‘S properly entails di’s beliefs at tj’
Proffered content:
λp<s,t> λ<©,w>.p ⊆ ∩f(<<di,tj>,w>)
We will call the presupposed discourse center ©i,j the doxastic anchor for must, because it is
©i,j’s belief state that constrains the presupposed evidential modal base. This center may be any
of those available in the context at the time of utterance, as we’ll discuss below in §4.2. The
Modal Base f will be a proper extension of the centering agent di’s belief state at tj in the world
of evaluation w: The conditions on the presupposed function f tell us that for <©i,j,w> the
function yields a consistent set of propositions consisting of all those believed by ©i,j in w plus a
set of propositions S merely supposed by ©i,j in w. 5 As we will see, it is this extension of the
5
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center’s belief state to include merely supposed propositions which yields the evidentiality of the
EMA, so that assertion of must ϕ does not entail that the speaker is committed to the truth of ϕ
itself.
The proffered content of must is very simple: The prejacent must be true in all the worlds in the
presuppositionally restricted domain.
We have a comparable semantics for epistemic might, differing, as usual, only in that it merely
requires that the prejacent be consistent with the modal base, instead of being entailed by it:
CHARACTER of English epistemic might:
Given an utterance mighti,j p in context D= <CSD,DRD,©D>, world and time of evaluation w, tj:
Presupposed content:
Indexical anchor: There is a ©i,j = <di,tj> ∈ ©D.
Evidential Modal Base: There is a function f mapping centered worlds to sets of centered
propositions (each a set of centered worlds) s.t. f(<©i,j,w>) = S, where S is s.t.:
∩S ≠ ∅ &
‘S is consistent’
∀p∈S: suppose(p,©i,j,w) &
‘all p in S are supposed by di at tj in w’
∩S ⊂ Dox(©i,j)(w)
‘S properly entails di’s beliefs at tj’
Proffered content: λp<s,t> λ<©,w>.p ∩ [∩f(<<di,tj>,w>)] ≠ ∅
What is it for an agent to suppose that p? 6 The following type of example argues that
supposition is weaker than belief:
(2)

A: It’s better to have dessert before dinner than after. [= p]
B: Well, I suppose so.

(2B) has the flavor of a grudging admission: The speaker concedes that it’s reasonable to
assume p, and perhaps even that it seems likely or that the evidence suggests that it’s true. But B
seems to hint that she’s not yet entirely convinced of the truth of p.
Similarly, the following sequences seem consistent:
(3)

a. Mark supposed that he would have to go through with it.
b. But he still hoped that there might be another way.
or
b′. Nonetheless, he couldn’t believe it: Was he really going to marry Constance?

Again, it seems that Mark’s conviction about his obligation is less than complete in (2a), so that
he still believes there are ways to avoid doing the unpleasant deed.
Since supposition goes beyond belief, the semantics above predicts that the following is a
consistent assertion:
6

I chose the term to accord with its attested meaning in standard dictionaries, like the Merriam-Webster on-line:

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/.
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(4)

George must be the murderer, but I can’t believe it!

If in the interpretation of (4) we take the anchor for must to be ©*, the distinguished center
whose agent is the speaker, then asserting must p only commits the speaker to saying that p is
true as an inference from the available evidence, which is supposed to be true—i.e. consistent
with her beliefs—but not necessarily accepted.
However, though supposition goes beyond what is strictly believed, it has many of the properties
of belief: One cannot consistently both believe p and suppose not-p, or believe not-p but
suppose that p:
(5)
(6)

#It isn’t raining. But I suppose it is.
#It’s raining. But I suppose it isn’t.

These have much the flavor of Moore’s paradox, a point which bears on Yalcin’s (2007) paradox
(§4.2 below). 7
In other words, we have derived a meaning that gives rise to a parallel to Moore’s paradox, as in
(4) and (5), but without belief in (or, hence, knowledge of) the prejacent per se.
Note that since anchoring to a center makes the relevant content de se from that center’s point of
view, that predicts that the anchoring agent should know that she knows that the prejacent
follows from the supposed evidence (i.e. the agent is such that in all the centered worlds in her
belief state, the center is aware of the evidence and of the fact that the prejacent follows from the
evidence). So we also predict the inconsistency of, the following, with must in (7) anchored to
©*, in (8) to Cissy: 8
(7)
(8)

! George must be the murderer, but I’m not sure that it follows from the evidence
available to me.
! {Cissy thinks that/According to Cissy,} George must be the murderer, but she doesn’t
realize that the evidence available to her entails that he is.

The fact that epistemic modals are perspectival, plus independently motivated assumptions about
context, explains and even predicts a wide range of attested properties of must, several of which
we will explore in the next section. Here, let me only note that the above semantics does not
entail that the evidence which entails the truth of the prejacent is indirect or in any way inferior
in quality to the agent’s beliefs. Nor does it even entail that the speaker does not believe the
prejacent. It merely says that the presupposed evidence S which entails p goes beyond what she
believes, since ∩S ⊂ Dox(©i,j)(w), i.e. the set of propositions S given by the Modal Base f
properly entails the anchoring agent’s beliefs at the relevant time. This naturally gives rise to a
Quantity implicature.
7

Note that the case is somewhat different in the imperative, as we see by replacing the second sentences in (5) and
(6) with their imperative counterparts: But suppose it is /it isn’t (raining). We return to the counterfactuality of
imperative suppose in §4.2.
8
‘!’ marks semantic anomaly.
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So long as p is relevant to the QUD, an interlocutor should proffer it if she truthfully can and is
cooperatively committed to resolving the QUD. Then, must p implicates that the speaker is not in
a position to assert p, i.e. that she does not believe it. Most often, if one doesn’t yet accept some
proposition p as true, yet has explicitly considered whether p (as is necessary in order to suppose
it), that would be because the evidence one had for the truth of p wasn’t of sufficiently high
quality to foster conviction. It might be merely circumstantial; or it might involve hearsay,
requiring one to have confidence in the source of the report; or it might be based on reasoning to
the best explanation, leaving open unforeseen factors. Any of these might explain why one
merely supposes p instead of properly believing it. And this is the source of the sense that must p
is “weaker” than p alone: though must p is modally strong, it is epistemically weak. Since this is
a conversational implicature, one would expect that insofar as what it is to be an epistemic modal
is to be based on supposed evidence, we should find the same implicature across languages, as
von Fintel & Gillies (2010) claim.
In some languages, evidentials are specialized to target specific reasons for merely supposing:
e.g. in Quechua, we have both reportative evidentials (indicating that p is supposed on the basis
of hearsay) and inferential evidentials. EMAs like must and may are more general, less specific.
But they reflect what it is to be evidential in the general case, and hence we expect similar
behavior across languages, including the display of “weakness” relative to straightforward
assertion of the prejacent, not only with EMAs, but with evidential particles. So far as I know,
this is the case.
Now we turn to a more detailed exploration of the predictions of this semantics for must.

4. Application to the puzzles
4.1. The modal base for must and might
In this section we explore the implications of the suppositional modal base proposed for must
and might in §3. We consider the frequent claim in the literature that the necessity associated
with must is weak (§4.1.1), consider some ways in which the modal base of must differs from
those for epistemic should and ought to (§4.1.2), and consider the role of the QUD in determining
the intended modal base of epistemic modals (§4.1.3).
4.1.1 Weak necessity
A well-known apparent weakness in epistemic modality is reflected in the pattern illustrated by
von Fintel & Gillies (2010) examples (9) and (10):
(9)

(10)

[Seeing the pouring rain]
a. It’s raining.
b. ??It must be raining.
[Seeing wet rain gear and knowing rain is the only possible cause]
a. It’s raining.
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b. It must be raining.
In such minimal pairs, asserting must p is consistently infelicitous when one would be in a
position to simply assert p instead. Some have argued that this would be unexpected if we take
must to have the force of simple necessity, since with unrestricted modality p entails p (see the
useful overview in Portner 2009, Chapter 4). von Fintel & Gillies (2010) provide a compelling
argument that English epistemic modals like must and may are strong but evidential, with the
evidence in question indirect, this feature of their character then explaining the apparent
weakness. I refer the reader to their arguments, which I take to be convincing.
Here is their semantics:
Def’n 4: Kernels and bases: K is a kernel for BK, BK is determined by the kernel K, only if:
i.
K is a set of propositions (if P ∈ K then P ⊆ W).
ii. BK = ∩K
Def’n 5: Strong must + evidentiality. Fix a c-relevant kernel K:
i.
[[must ϕ]]c,w is defined only if K does not directly settle [[ϕ]]c
ii.
If defined, [[must ϕ]]c,w = 1 iff BK ⊆ [[ϕ]]c
Def’n 5 presupposes that K doesn’t directly settle ϕ, and proffers that BK entails it.
We…see no choice but to stipulate the evidential component of must in its lexical
semantics, and we have to leave as unsolved the mystery of why this seems to be
happening with every epistemic necessity modal that we have come across. (2010:368)
Comparing von Fintel & Gillies’ semantics with that offered in §3, we see that though both
proposals take the EMAs to be evidential, theirs differs from my own in several respects. The
crucial difference is that the characterization of supposition offered in §3 takes it to be related to
belief, so that the modal base of the auxiliaries is doxastic; while von Fintel & Gillies do not
appeal to belief, let alone the beliefs of any particular agent. This is at the core of the following
important features of my proposal, which differentiate it from theirs:
(a) Rather than a “cloud of admissible contexts” (von Fintel & Gillies 2008) which would
leave the anchor unspecified, I assume that in felicitous use of must the interlocutors have
access to a context of utterance which makes available a limited range of discourse
centers and makes clear what’s at-issue, hence RELEVANT.
(b) The CHARACTER of must presupposes that it is anchored to one of the contextually salient
discourse centers and thereby to the beliefs and evidence of a particular agent whose
doxastic state is RELEVANT. As with any anaphoric presupposition, felicitous use
requires that this presupposition can be readily resolved in the context of utterance.
(c) The suppositional Modal Base requires consistency with the anchoring agent’s beliefs.
But also:
(d) The conditions on the Modal Base require that the evidential ground S supporting the
prejacent p go properly beyond the anchoring agent’s beliefs. Hence:
(e) This semantics conversationally implicates that the evidential ground is consistent with
but qualitatively weaker than that of the agent’s firm beliefs, as sketched in §3.
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This last difference, (e), I take to satisfy the desideratum they note in their quote above, that the
evidential signal should be derived as a non-detachable, predictable conversational implicature.
Like von Fintel & Gillies, I do not weaken must through use of an ordering source (Kratzer
1991), or by making the prejacent a test on the context (Veltman 1985). But the proposed
semantics doesn’t involve any notion of indirectness, unlike Def’n 5.i above.
Glass (2013) argues that von Fintel & Gillies’ indirectness requirement is incorrect, and that,
instead, epistemic must (roughly) merely requires that the prejacent is inferred from the premises
given by the modal base. Her argument against indirectness hinges on examples like the
following:
(11)

The answer is divisible by 2 with no remainder, so it must be even.

which Glass argues is felicitous despite the fact that the speaker has absolutely no doubt of the
truth of the prejacent—that s is divisible by 2. But I do not share her intuitions about this
example. To me it’s no better than a person standing in the pouring rain saying it must be
raining. Compare:
(12) For arbitrary x: if x is even, it must be divisible by 2 with no remainder.
This is minimally different from (11), but much better for me. I think the improvement is due to
the arbitrary nature of x: In (11), one can take the presupposed answer in question and inspect it,
perform a concrete calculation, and thereby ascertain that it is divisible by 2, and therefore (by
definition) even. But in (12), the number is arbitrary, so we know nothing about it except that
it’s a number. Then we hypothetically assume that it’s even, from which (again, by definition) it
follows that it’s divisible by 2. The hypothetical assumption in the if clause is crucial here. Such
an assumption is not a belief—it goes beyond what the addressee already believes about the
arbitrary x. So this is consistent with the constraints presupposed by must in §3.

4.1.2 Differences in admissible modal bases for different epistemics
The Kratzerian approach to modals tends to emphasize the fact that the proffered content of a
given modal auxiliary is indeterminate with respect to its modal base and ordering source, which
are given by context, contributing only the force of human necessity or possibility. But it is
well-known that not all modal auxiliaries can yield all types, or flavors, of modality (Kratzer
1981,1991; Palmer 1990). For example, must, would and needn’t all have the force of necessity.
But while must may have either an epistemic or a deontic flavor (and not, for example,
circumstantial), would typically is circumstantial, often counterfactual, and in contemporary
English needn’t is only deontic. May and can both have the force of possibility, but like must
and might, may may be either epistemic or deontic, while can is deontic or dynamic. 9 How
might these differences be captured?
9

can is sometimes said to have an epistemic interpretation, as well, though I am somewhat skeptical of that claim,
since the candidate cases I’ve considered carefully involve something very like logical possibility, which is
presumably circumstantial. But these are sometimes very subtle differences.
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These distinguishing features of the relevant modals are very much like lexical subcategorization
features, the latter constraining the sort of arguments that a head/functor can take. Above I take
them to be captured in the Presupposed content of the modal auxiliaries’ CHARACTERs. But the
particular constraints on the modal base of must or might are lexical, not necessarily intended to
suffice in characterizing all the epistemic modals. One possibility is that what it is to be
epistemic is to be evidential in the sense given here, but that other epistemic modals have
additional constraints.
Here is an illustration of what I mean, noticed by Stone (1994). Kratzer (1991) argued that
epistemic modals take a stereotypical ordering source, the defeasibility of information about
what is typically true accounting for the modals’ apparent weakness. Stone considers the
following examples (pp.3-4), which argue that this works for should but not for must:
(13)

John: Where is the sugar?
Bill: It should be in the cabinet over the fridge.

(14)

Ann: Where is the sugar?
Mary: It must be in the cabinet over the fridge.

Stone argues convincingly that in (13) Bill’s answer implicates that “if everything is normal, in
view of his knowledge, the sugar is in the cabinet over the fridge.” For example, this might be
part of a dialogue at Bill’s house, where he normally puts the sugar over the fridge, though
sometimes it gets misplaced. But (14) has a very different flavor. It seems that Mary has “seen
something or figured something out from which she concludes that the sugar is in the cabinet
over the fridge. Perhaps Mary has seen a telltale trail of white particles, or perhaps she has
realized that only one cabinet remains in the kitchen which Ann has not ruled out. . .” There is
no implication in this case that that is where the sugar normally is.
This seems just right to me. I don’t think we can take the difference to argue that the modal base
of must altogether excludes considerations of how things normally go. Rather, should seems to
presuppose that such considerations are important support for the truth of the prejacent. That
being the case, if stereotypicality is crucial support for the prejacent, it would be clearer to use
should rather than must. See also von Fintel & Iatridou (2008), where they call should and ought
“weak necessity modals” and offer strong cross-linguistic evidence for their character. 10
This is all part of a much richer story to be told about the subtle differences in meaning between
different English modal auxiliaries. And it illustrates how, though the constraints on admissible
modal bases for must and might proposed above may be necessary, that does not guarantee that
they are sufficient even for these two epistemic modals, let alone for all auxiliaries displaying
that modal flavor.

10

Here is an actually occurring café restroom sign reported by von Fintel & Iatridou:
(i) After using the bathroom, everybody ought to wash their hands; employees have to.
As they point out, in this example we can substitute must for have to, salva veritate. The clear sense is that have to
or must is stronger than ought to.
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4.1.3 The QUD and the Modal Base
Moss (2015) provides evidence for the central role of the QUD in the determination of the
intended modal base for an epistemic modal. Consider her examples (inspired by examples in
Lycan 2001, Slote 1978) involving epistemic probably, in the following scenario:
Jill is standing on the roof of your office building. The local fire department occasionally
hangs a net along the roof to protect workers doing construction. The net is strong enough
to safely catch anyone who falls off the building. Just a few hours ago, you happened to
notice that there was no net along the roof. As a result, you do not believe that Jill is
going to jump off the roof. Jill is a thrill-seeker who might jump into a net for fun, but
she definitely does not have a death wish. And without a net, anyone who jumped off the
roof would surely fall to the ground and die.
[Moss 2015:16ff]
Moss argues convincingly that what’s assertable about this scenario depends on the question
being addressed. On the one hand, suppose that the topic of discussion is the circumstances on
the roof: 11
(15)

A: Is there a net on the roof?
B: If Jill jumps off the building, she will probably die.

If B’s reply is to be understood as RELEVANT to A’s question, then it must be understood as
indirect, for what Jill does is only RELEVANT to that question insofar as it entails something about
whether there’s a net. Then we understand B to mean something like ‘given what I know about
the circumstances on the roof—including the answer to the QUD, it is likely Jill will die if she
jumps’. Jill’s character is irRELEVANT.
But suppose instead that the topic of conversation is Jill herself:
(16)

A: Is Jill suicidal?
B: If Jill jumps off the building, she will probably live.

Again, B’s reply to A’s question is again indirect, RELEVANT only insofar as it contextually
entails information about Jill’s character. We might understand B to mean ‘given what I know
about Jill (her love of life and her usual intelligent awareness of her surroundings), if she chooses
to jump, it is most likely that she’ll live’.
Thus, the requirement of RELEVANCE to the QUD places a strong constraint on the type of
evidential modal base we can take the speaker to presuppose for the interpretation of probably.
The QUD defines what’s at-issue, and that, in turn, constrains what we can take the speaker to
intend the modal base to be if the utterance is to be RELEVANT to what’s at-issue.
Moss extends the scenario to consider a case where one of the target modals in question is
embedded in the antecedent of an indicative conditional. Suppose three by-standers are talking
11

I have slightly modified Moss’ examples, without, I think, making any changes essential to her argument.
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about the situation on the roof, seeing Jill poised precariously on the edge. C has a set of
binoculars, so has better evidence about the circumstances than A or B:
(17)

A: Is there a net on the roof?
C: Jill will probably live if she jumps.
B: If it’s the case that Jill will probably live if she jumps, then there is a net.

B’s assertion would be warranted in this case on the assumption that that C’s reply is intended to
be RELEVANT to A’s question and that C’s evidence serves as the modal base for epistemic
probably. But suppose that these interlocutors had just a few minutes before had the
conversation in (16), and that all had accepted (16B) as true. Would A, B, and C be warranted
now in concluding from (16B) and (17B) that there is a net, as an instance of Modus Ponens?
Consulting our intuitions, we find that they would not. And the reason is clear: RELEVANCE to
the QUD led to the assumption of different modal bases to restrict the domain of probably in the
two utterances. Hence, though inverted (16B) and the antecedent of (17B) are surface-identical,
they denote distinct propositions. Then assuming that non-synonymy should be reflected in the
logical forms of the premises in an argument, Modus Ponens does not apply here.
4.2. Variable anchoring
There has been a good deal of discussion and debate about whose epistemic state can be
appealed to in the semantics of epistemic modals, e.g. in Hacking (1967), DeRose (1991), Egan
et al. (2005), MacFarlane (2006), Stephenson (2007), and von Fintel & Gillies (2007a).
Everyone notes that there is at least a default tendency to understand the speaker to be the
relevant agent whose epistemic state is at-issue. DeRose (1991:5) proposes a speaker inclusion
constraint:
speaker inclusion constraint: the relevant community [must] include the speaker.
Hence “whenever S truly utters a might be F, S does not know that a is not F.”
But as discussed by von Fintel & Gillies (2007a), this requirement is much too strong. Here is a
sample of the types of anchors attested for epistemic modal auxiliaries:
(a) speaker at Utterance Time (©*):
(18) John might be the thief.
(19) This suggests that Angela must be in Austin right now.
Especially out of context, this is the only reasonable way to anchor an EMA: the speaker’s
point of view is always the default, for all perspectival expressions.
(b) Group containing speaker at some actual time ≠ Utterance Time:
(20) Given what we knew at the time, John might have been the thief. [von Fintel &
Gillies]
Here the adverbial explicitly shifts the doxastic point of view to that of the speaker and others
in the anaphorically retrieved denotation of we at some time prior to the utterance time.
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But there are cases where the grounds appealed to appear to be solely those of the addressee:
(c) Addressee:
(21) Where might you have put the keys?

[von Fintel & Gillies]

As with evidential particles in many languages, this amounts to Interrogative Flip (Speas &
Tenny 2003)—wherein the anchoring perspective naturally becomes that of the addressee
when seeking information they might offer.
(d) Arbitrary group containing addressee at some hypothetical time:
(22) [Military trainer:] Before you walk into an area where there are lots of high trees, if
there might be snipers hiding in the branches use your flamethrowers to clear away
the foliage.
[von Fintel & Iatridou 2003]
Note the imperative mood and indexical your: (22) constitutes generic instructions issued to
the addressees. The if-clause constitutes a precondition for carrying out the instructions—
they are applicable in circumstances in which the available evidence leaves open the
possibility that there are snipers. Then the only reasonable anchor for might would be the
trainee(s) in some actual situation, who have to decide whether the correct conditions obtain.
(e) Explicit third person orientation:
(23) As far as Bill knows, John might be the thief.
[von Fintel & Gillies]
(24) From John’s point of view, it must be raining.
(25) This suggested to George that the polar ice cap might be melting.
(26) John thinks it must be raining.
(23), (24) and (25) illustrate several ways to explicitly shift the intended point of view. The
center’s time may be the present (24), or some past time (25) (the past suggestion-time).
With attitude predicates like think (26), shifting to the agent is the default (Stephenson 2007).
But this may not be a necessary shift. For example, in (27) and (28) the anchor probably
includes the speaker (with or without the addressee), or perhaps a group that includes both
the speaker and John, though the latter hasn’t yet drawn the relevant conclusion from the
information to which he’s privy:
(27) John won’t acknowledge/hasn’t yet conceded/hasn’t realized that it must be raining.
(28) Has John realized that it must be raining?
Jefferson Barlew (p.c.) offers a case where the anchor would not include the agent of the
attitude hope:
(29)

Bill claims to have discovered evidence allowing him to deduce who killed Frank.
If that’s true, I hope it must be George.

The only reasonable, RELEVANT interpretation to give must in (29) is as anchored to Bill and
his new evidence. If that seems forced, it just illustrates how strong the tendency is to anchor
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the EMA to the agent of the attitude hope, here the speaker. Dowell (2011) notes that it’s
certainly possible to shift to an agent other than the agent of the embedding attitude when we
use explicit shifting adverbials, as in this variation on one of her examples:
(30)

Leiter believes that, for all Blofield and No.2 know, Bond might be in Zurich.

and she gives other convincing cases without explicit adverbial shifting (see her pp.23ff).
(f) Third person in extended modal subordination:
(31) Suppose you were John. Where would you go now to find Clarissa? You might find
her with Sidney in New Orleans, or maybe you would find her with her aunt in
Chicago.
The supposition proposed to the addressee is to shift his point of view to that of John. The
sequel contains a series of modals: would, might, maybe, each of them understood relative to
the point of view of John at the relevant (utterance?) time. The disjunction suggests
alternative possible answers to the QUD introduced by the preceding interrogative, might and
maybe enumerating the possibilities doxastically accessible to John.
(g) Third person in Free Indirect Discourse (FID):
(32) John pondered his situation. Where was Clarissa now? She might be in New Orleans
with Sidney. But she might be in Chicago.
Here, as typical in FID and contrasting with (31), there is no explicit suggestion to the
addressee to shift point of view from that of the speaker to that of the reported agent, John
(Eckardt 2014). Assume that the novel takes place in the 19th century, but we are reading it
in the 21st. Then the use of now in querying Clarissa’s location, despite past tense. suggests
the shift.
(h) Multiple bodies of evidence, one more “objective” than the other:
(33) Given the results of the DNA tests, John might be the thief. But if we take the
eyewitness seriously, John can’t have been the thief.
[von Fintel & Gillies]
The speaker in (33) explicitly suggests first one body of evidence, the DNA tests, and then
another, the eyewitness’ account, which make contradictory predictions about whether John
might have been the thief. This is a case where the speaker (and probably the addressee, as
well) knows the DNA evidence, and knows that it can be interpreted to so that John might
have done it. The if-clause in the last sentence suggests that the speaker and addressee
haven’t yet decided whether to accept the eyewitness’ evidence. The evidential semantics of
we
EMAs argues for the speaker(+addressee) anchor © for can’t: If the eyewitness saw the
theft, that person would have the best available evidence and the speaker could simply report:
But according to the eyewitness, John was the thief. So the EMA is used because from the
interlocutors’ point of view the evidence is hearsay. This example shows how context not
only suggests the identity of the intended discourse center anchor, but in some cases may
suggest the particular body of evidence supposed by that agent. Here two bodies of evidence
available to the same anchor ©we would lead to different conclusions.
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von Fintel & Gillies (2007a) also suggest that EMAs might be anchored to non-human evidential
sources (logs, charts, etc.), and that in such cases this leads to a more “objective” interpretation
where the speaker’s opinion doesn’t count:
(34) The hulk might be in these waters.

[von Fintel & Gillies 2007a, after Hacking 1967]

But whatever the evidential sources for (34), if the speaker knows of the evidence they provide,
then s/he can serve as anchoring center. If there’s an implication that the body of evidence is
“objective” or “consensual” or generic, then the modal statement may be taken to have more
force—after all, evidentiality is about the speaker’s judgment of the quality of her evidence for
certain beliefs, and higher quality evidence makes the prejacent seem more likely to be true.
Such examples seem particularly prone to the inclusive ‘we’ interpretation, where the Common
Ground contains such “objective” evidence; and I suspect the common consensus about the value
of the evidence strengthens the sense of objectivity, as well. But (34) is still evidential in the
sense defined here—suppositional; and the non-human provenance of the evidence doesn’t mean
that the anchor itself—the epistemic agent who has that information—is non-agentive.
Let me reiterate the central hypothesis about discourse centers: For an individual to be a
discourse center, it does not suffice that that individual be an agent who is familiar and salient to
the interlocutors and is capable of having a doxastic point of view. Instead, that individual’s
doxastic state itself must be relevant. Hence, the restriction of doxastic anchors to the set of
discourse centers predicts the pattern of interpretation observed above, typical of anchors for
indexical expressions generally (Roberts 2015, Barlew 2015). With EMAs, not only does the
anchor vary, but it gives clues about the body of evidence which is intended to restrict the
modal’s domain. Summarizing, we see that for EMA domain restriction:
• in root declaratives, evidence to which the speaker or inclusive ‘we’ is privy is the default
(18) – (20)
• in root interrogatives, evidence to which the addressee is privy is the default, i.e.
interrogative flip (21)
• in imperative conditional protases, as in (22), evidence to which the addressee is
hypothetically privy is the default, as this information is useful for determining the
applicability of conditional advice or directions
• in attitude complements (26) – (28), evidence to which the agent of the attitude is privy is
the default
• with explicit adverbials like those in (23),(24) and (25), we see a shift similar to that in
attitude complements
• in modal subordination the evidentiality is anchored to the relevant agent in the epistemic
subordinating context
• in FID the default is the evidence of the doxastic agent whose perspective is adopted by
the author.
In most of these contexts, where the indicated anchoring is a mere default, it can be
pragmatically over-ridden, as we’ll discuss further in §4.5.2. The resolution of the anchoring
presupposition of an EMA is anaphoric, hence subject to the usual constraints on anaphora
resolution: familiarity and salience of the intended discourse referent antecedent, pragmatic
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plausibility, and coherence of the resulting resolution. A useful contrast is between the
anchoring of EMAs in attitude complements and those governed by explicit shifting adverbials.
With the adverbials, the shift appears to be obligatory, conventional, whereas it is only the
pragmatically governed default in the attitude complements. In the latter it is just that the agent
of the attitude is the most salient center in that context, so that anaphora resolution naturally
points to that center, all other things being equal.
Variable anchoring is closely related to another important issue in the recent literature on
epistemic modality: the argument from faultless disagreement for modal Relativism. We will
take that up in §4.3.1 and again in §4.5.1 below.

4.3 Epistemic modals and attitudes
In the recent literature, proofs involving semantic interactions between EMAs and attitudes like
knowledge and belief have been used to argue for Relativism—the post-truth conditional
assessment of content relative to a Judge—and for a kind of Expressivism about EMAs—a failure
of the clauses in which they occur to have their usual truth conditional content. Here I will
consider two prominent accounts along these lines, due to Egan et al. (2007) and Yalcin (2007),
and argue that on the present account we need neither Relativism nor Expressivism to predict the
kinds of interpretations attested.
4.3.1 Granger’s puzzling proof and the de se CHARACTER of must and might
Determining the intended anchor for a given modal auxiliary not only makes a difference to truth
conditions, but, as we might expect, also to the patterns of inference associated with the use of
epistemic modal auxiliaries. This is especially evident in examples where the anchor shifts
across different uses of the same modal in a single argument, given the typically privileged status
of an anchoring agent’s evidence. Moreover, the pragmatic basis of the determination of the
anchor for an epistemic modal auxiliary differs from the way that the anchor for an attitude
predicate like know is determined compositionally, though both operators are de se with respect
to the anchoring agent. When all these factors interact, the result can lead to some complexity in
analyzing the resulting argument.
We see this in the following example from Egan et al. (2005), which is the basis of their central
argument for relativism about epistemic modals:
(35)

[Context: Professor Granger is in the South Pacific and knows it. She heard her friend
Myles, in Boston, on the radio speculating about where the missing Granger might be.
Miles knew that she’d originally planned to go to Prague, but not where she actually
went. She puzzles about the following statements, each apparently true:]
(1) When he says, “She might be in Prague” Myles says that I might be in Prague.
(2) When he says, “She might be in Prague” Myles speaks truly iff neither he nor any of
his mates know that I’m not in Prague.
(3) Neither Myles nor any of his mates know that I’m not in Prague.
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(4) If Myles speaks truly when he says that I might be in Prague, then I might be in
Prague.
(5) I know I’m not in Prague.
(6) It’s not the case that I know I’m not in Prague if I might be in Prague.
Supposedly, in (35) steps (1) – (5) lead to a contradiction with (6), but that seems
counterintuitive.
The puzzle comes from looking at surface form only, giving rise to the following apparently
sound argument (taking I in (35) to consistently refer to Granger):
Premises: the evidently true (1) – (6)
(2)+(3) |= Miles speaks truly when he says “She might be in Prague”
= (a)
(a)+(1) |= Miles speaks truly when he says Granger might be in Prague
= (b)
(b)+(4) |= Granger might be in Prague
= (c)
(6)+(c) |= It’s not the case that Granger knows Granger is not in Prague.
= (d)
(5)+(d) |= Granger knows Granger is not in Prague and it’s not the case that Granger
knows Granger is not in Prague.
Contradiction.
But as we have seen in earlier sections, epistemic modal auxiliaries are indexical, anchored to an
available doxastic agent. This means that in assessing truth conditions and propositions
expressed, we have to take into account not just the surface form of the premises in the
argument, but the way the modals are anchored. Ignoring (6) for the moment, it is clear from the
story that the following anchors are understood, where subscript M indicates that Miles is the
doxastic anchor, G that it is Granger:
(1) When he says, “She mightM be in Prague” Myles says that IG mightM be in Prague.
(2) When he says, “She mightM be in Prague” Myles speaks truly iff neither he nor any of
his mates know that IG’m not in Prague.
(3) Neither Myles nor any of his mates know that IG’m not in Prague.
(4) If Myles speaks truly when he says that IG mightM be in Prague, then IG mightM be in
Prague.
(5) IG know IG’m not in Prague.
(6) It’s not the case that IG know IG’m not in Prague if IG might be in Prague.
In (1) and (2) as uttered in the story, might is clearly anchored to Myles, because Granger is
reporting what Miles said when he was talking about the missing Granger and answering
questions about what he knew about where she might be. The only reasonable way to
understand might in (4) is with the anchoring indicated. In the protasis must has to be anchored
to Miles because, as we saw in the abbreviated logical form of the argument above, this is the
only way for (4) to combine with (b) to allow us to deduce (c): to license Modus Ponens, it is
crucial to have the same anchoring in (b) as in the if-clause of (4). And the plausibility of (4)
itself depends on it reflecting the natural assumption that if one speaks truly in claiming that p,
then p is true. Hence, the proposition in the consequent must have the same logical form as that
in the complement of says in the antecedent. And thus, in the logical form of (c), so deduced,
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might is anchored to Miles, as it was in (b) and (4). (5) involves no epistemic modal, but it has
the verb know, itself epistemic. Given its lexical semantics, know has to take its subject’s
denotation, Granger as the anchoring agent for the reported belief state: It’s true in all Granger’s
belief-worlds that she’s not in Prague.
Then what does (6) mean? For the puzzle to arise, Egan et al. again need this to be a fairly
obvious truth, so they need a logical form like the following:
(6′)

if IG mightA be in Prague [then] it’s not the case that IG know IG’m not in Prague
protasis:
IG mightA be in Prague:
◊AP(G)
main clause:
scope of negation:
IG knowA IG’m not in Prague
A¬[P(G)]
so:
it’s not the case that IG knowA IG’m not in Prague ¬( A¬[P(G)]) = ◊AP(G)

This logical form requires that the same agent that anchors the doxastic state appealed to in the
lexical content of know also anchors might, so that the content of the two clauses is essentially
equivalent. But in the story, the speaker Granger is the denotation of the subject of know.
Hence, to get the plausible logical form, we have to take Granger to anchor must in the protasis:
A = Granger. Then (6′) means ‘if for all Granger knows Granger mightG be in Prague, then it’s
not the case that Granger knows she’s not in Prague’.
But plugging this back into (35) will not yield the contradiction. In the schematic derivation, that
contradiction was entailed by (6) plus (c) under Modus Ponens. MP is only applicable if (c) has
the same logical form as the protasis of (6). But we have seen that in (c) must is anchored by
Miles, while in (6), it is anchored by Granger.
For MP to apply, we would need the following logical form for (6):
(6′′)

if I mightM be in Prague [then] it’s not the case that I knowG I’m not in Prague
IG mightM be in Prague:
◊MP(G)
it’s not the case that IG knowG I’m not in Prague
¬( G¬[P(G)]) = ◊GP(G)
≠ ◊MP(G)
‘if for all Miles knows Granger might be in Prague, then it’s not the case that Granger
knows that Granger is not in Prague’

But (6′′) simply isn’t true. Just because Miles is in the dark, that doesn’t mean that Granger
doesn’t know where she is. And the force of the argument depended on the plausibility of each of
the premises, including (6).
So, on the only reasonable interpretation of (6), (6′), there’s no contradiction with (5).
The crucial premise here, then, was (6). And it was important for its plausibility that the
epistemic agent of the modality implicit in know was the same as the anchor of must. But though
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both know and must are doxastic and de se, they differ in how they may be anchored: must is
variably anchored, the intended anchoring contextually resolved, while the agent of know is
given lexically and must always be its subject.
This gives rise to another set of possibilities for the interaction between attitude predicates like
know and EMAs, one which also highlights the de se nature of the anchoring. When attitudes and
EMAs are iterated, there are a variety of possible readings for the embedded EMAs, just as the
present account would predict, hinging on how their anchoring relates to that of the embedding
predicates. Consider the following extension of the scenario entertained in (35): 12
Granger has passed out from drinking too much kava kava. When she awakes, she
doesn’t remember who she is and her passport is missing. Taken to a hospital, she’s been
listening to the news about the missing Professor Granger, who according to this fellow
Miles on the news was on her way to Prague. A nurse comes in and asks her the question
in (36):
(36)

Q: What have you heard about Granger’s whereabouts?

Then in that doxastic state, Granger might answer (37), but it would be odd—and in fact false,
for her to answer (38):
(37)

I©*=G know that Granger must©* be in Prague.
know (<©*,w*>) ⊆ {<©,w>| [∩f(<©,w>)] ⊆ {<©′,w′>| Granger is in Prague in w′}}
where [∩f(<©,w>)] ⊂ Dox(©)(w)

(38)

I©*=G know that I©* must©* be in Prague.
know (<©*,w*>) ⊆ {<©,w>| [∩f(<©,w>)] ⊆ {<©′,w′>| ©′ is in Prague in w′}}
where [∩f(<©,w>)] ⊂ Dox(©)(w)

In the logical forms for these examples, I have highlighted in yellow those elements that are selfidentified counterparts in their respective doxastic states. The base center is, of course, the
speaker, ©* (who doesn’t think of herself as Granger). In the underlined contents characterizing
the doxastically accessible centered worlds, we see that in (37) the arbitrary center, the speaker’s
counterpart, is not self-identified with Granger, whereas in (38) she is. In both, the speaker is
Granger, so that it happens that I is coreferential with Granger.
So in (37), the embedded Granger happens to be coreferential with I, since the speaker is
Granger. But only the anchoring of the EMA must is de se: its interpretation based on what the
speaker takes her own evidence (about Granger) to be. But in (38), the de se interpretation of I
guarantees that the speaker takes herself to refer to herself, incorrectly self-locating in Prague
according to her own evidence. This is false because she doesn’t know that she’s Granger.
But now extend the story yet further: The amnesiac Granger hears on the news a report by a
purported eye-witness who claims that she saw Granger arrive at the airport in Prague, but that
12

Obviously inspired by Morgan’s (1970) Ernie Banks story.
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just as Granger was stepping off the plane, she was stunned by an assailant, passed out and was
then kidnapped. Then, speculating about poor Granger’s current epistemic state, she might
report this to the nurse as follows:
(39)

I©*=G know that from herG point of view, Granger mustG be in Prague.
know (<©*,w*>) ⊆ {<©,w>| [∩f(<©,w>)] ⊆ {<©′,w′>| Granger is in Prague in w′}}
where [∩f(<©,w>)] ⊂ Dox(©)(w)

When we have a case like (37), where the embedded subject is non-de se despite being
coreferential with the agent of matrix know, we also get the possibility that embedded must can
be (at least explicitly) anchored to that embedded subject and hence itself non-de se wrt the
anchoring subject of matrix know. This is what we have in (39). Note that the truth conditions
of (37), (38) and (39) are all distinct. (39) shows that when embedded under an attitude, must
can be anchored to someone other than the agent of the attitude, supporting the claim that its
anchoring is presuppositional and pragmatic, unlike the anchoring of the modal in know, which is
lexically given. And it supports the claim that the anchoring of must and other EMAs is de se,
like indexical I. In this case, the de se subject agent is the speaker, who is Granger, and the
anchor of must also happens to be Granger, but because the latter doesn’t know she’s Granger
(doesn’t self-locate as the denotation of she and the anchor of must), must itself isn’t anchored to
the actual belief state of the speaker, but to the evidentially supposed state of Granger.
4.3.2 Yalcin’s (2007) puzzle
Yalcin (2007) observes that pairs of examples like the following appear to pose problems for a
semantics of epistemic modality that assumes a de se perspective like that of Stephenson (2007):
(40)

a. Suppose it is raining but you don’t believe it is.
b. #Suppose it is raining but it might not be.

He argues that such examples cannot be addressed within the standard relational semantics of the
type developed by Kratzer, and instead offers an alternative, “domain semantics” account based
on acceptance. But I will argue that on reasonable assumptions about the meanings of the
expressions involved, these examples are not problematic for the de se Kratzerian account
proposed here, and in fact are exactly what it would lead us to predict.
The key to explaining this puzzle lies in explicating the meaning of suppose, which involves
implicit iterated attitudes. Iterated attitudes are a bear. 13 Nonetheless, we can tease apart the
relevant factors involved in giving rise to this puzzle, and thereby account for it without resorting
to the kind of non-standard modal semantics that Yalcin adopts.
Here is the claim I will motivate: To realize an imperative direction to suppose that p is to
entertain a counterfactual doxastic state. In order to realize the directions in (40b), the addressee
would have to construct and entertain a counterfactual revision of her doxastic state that is
13

an American idiom meaning roughly ‘challenging to wrestle with’, but implicating something about blood and
potential dismemberment. I am Davy Crockett’s great-great-great niece, so I am licensed to use the expression.
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inconsistent in just the way that Moore’s (1993) original examples are epistemically inconsistent:
She would have to entertain the proposition that It’s raining and it might not be. Therefore, we
get an embedded counterpart of Moore’s paradox: Since we cannot rationally entertain an
inconsistent state, these directions are anomalous, and cannot be realized. This is very different
from (40a), which merely requires that in the revised doxastic state the addressee’s
counterfactual counterparts are confused.
Now to the details:
These examples involve imperatives. I assume without argument that imperatives have
realization conditions, rather than truth conditions—circumstances in which they would count as
being realized because the corresponding declarative with the addressee as subject would be true.
Further, the realization conditions of imperatives require that the time of realization be at or after
the time of issuance of the directive involving the imperative. (See Roberts 2015b for details,
but these assumptions are broadly in keeping with the accounts of Portner 2007, Kaufmann
2010.) So roughly:
An imperative S! with LF [S ! VP] addressed to a at time t* in context D is realized in
world w just in case: ∃t ≤ t*: a ∈|VP|D(w)(t)
The realization of the imperative can only take place at some present or future time t at which the
imperative property holds of the addressee in the world of evaluation.
Imperative suppose denotes a counterfactual attitude toward the complement proposition p. 14
Someone can felicitously issue the directive (40a) when the Common Ground entails that it’s not
raining. Then the attitude involves entertaining this counterfactual proposition. What is it to
entertain a proposition, as opposed to believing it, doubting it, etc.? Common usage, 15 semantic
intuition, and the fact that suppose… is so often followed by then… argue that it involves putting
oneself in the position of (counterfactually) taking the world to be as characterized by that
proposition in order to consider what follows. To do this one doesn’t entertain the proposition
alone, in isolation. Instead, one is interested in what it implies about the world against the
background of one’s other beliefs about the way the world is. Of course, since this is a
counterfactual attitude, the entertained proposition may be inconsistent with some of one’s other
beliefs. And one cannot reasonably simultaneously entertain inconsistent propositions, for ex
falso quodlibet: from inconsistency nothing interesting follows, because everything follows.
Thus, crucially, entertaining a proposition (or a set of propositions, via their intersection)
presupposes that it is a non-empty set of centered worlds. Accordingly, to entertain p against the
backdrop of one’s belief state, first p itself must be consistent, and then one must revise those
beliefs to yield a state that’s consistent with p but in other respects as much as possible like the
way things actually are so far as one knows. 16
14

I have not found counterfactual subjunctive complements of suppose in the declarative or interrogative moods,
though it is possible I have overlooked them. Relevant references appreciated.
15
Merriam-Webster (http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/entertain): 3a: “to keep, hold, or maintain in the mind”.
16
This implicitly presupposes that those beliefs themselves are consistent. I would maintain that our use of believe
itself presupposes that convenient fiction, as evidenced by what we take to follow from the truth of a belief report.
Thus, the problem of inconsistent beliefs is one for epistemology, not semantics.
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Capturing this similarity requirement, as usual in counterfactual modality, requires a similarity
metric over possible worlds, in the present framework possible centered worlds. Following
Heim (1992), I adopt a very simple notion of similarity, intended mainly as a place-holder for
whatever notion is most appropriate in the general case. One is invited to substitute one’s
favorite similarity metric. SIM takes a proposition p (a set of centered worlds) and a centered
world <©,w> and yields the most <©,w>-like of the p worlds:
SIM(p)(<©,w>) =def {<©′,w′> | <©′,w′> ∈ p & ∀<©′′,w′′> ∈ p: <©′,w′> resembles
<©,w> at least as much as <©′′,w′′> does}
In terms of SIM, we define a proposition which is based on the doxastic state of an agent, revised
only as much as required to make p true:
REVDOX =def

λp λ<<x,t>,w> λ<<y,t′>,w′>. <<y,t′>,w′> ∈ (p) &
∃<©′′,w′′> ∈ DOX(<<x,t>,w>): <<y′,t′>,w′> ∈ SIM(p)(<©′′,w′′>)

RevDOX takes a centered proposition p and a centered world <<x,t>,w> to yield the set of
centered worlds <<y,t′>,w′> in which p is true that are most like <x,t>’s belief worlds in w. 17 As
its name is intended to suggest, this is itself the revision of a doxastic state (the perspective of the
center <x,t> in w) to counterfactually entail p. Then:
CHARACTER of imperative suppose:
Assume that [S ! suppose p] is addressed to a at time t* in world w and context D:
Presupposed:
in D: <a,t*> = ©@
Dox(<<a,t*>,w>) ⊈ p
Proffered:
λp<s,t> λxe λt λw λ<<y,t′>,w′>. ENTERTAIN[<<y,t′>,w′>, REVDOX(p)(<<x,t>,w>)]
Utterance of suppose presupposes that its subject is the addressee, a doxastic agent, and that the
proposition denoted by its complement doesn’t follow from the addressee’s beliefs in the world
and time of evaluation. One is not told to suppose something one already believes. The
proffered content is a function from the centered proposition p denoted by the complement and
the denotation of the subject agent, plus a world and time of realization (these last three
constituting a centered world) to a centered proposition: As usual with attitudes in centered
world semantics, the centers in the derived worlds are the counterparts of the base center, the
addressee. Then in those derived worlds, the agent counterfactually entertains the proposition
that is the result of revising the agent’s actual belief state at realization time to make p true,
REVDOX(p)(<<x,t>,w>). 18

17

18

Whether there always is a unique such set is, again, a question that also goes beyond current considerations.
It might be useful as an exercise to compare this proffered content with the following, which omits ENTERTAIN:
λp<s,t> λxe λt λw λ<<y,t′>,w′>. <<y,t′>,w′> ∈ REVDOX(p)(<<x,t>,w>)
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There is another, pragmatic consequence of proffering suppose: As usual with attitude
predicates, considering an attitude leads to the introduction to the set of discourse centers ©D of
the agent of that attitude at the time and world in which it holds. This addition is local, normally
(in the absence of an extended supposition context, modal subordination or FID) persisting only
under the scope of the attitude predicate. But note that in the semantics we have given for
suppose there are two attitudes: suppose itself and the ENTERTAINment of the counterfactually
revised belief state of the supposer. Accordingly, under the scope of suppose two new discourse
centers and their corresponding doxastic perspectives are introduced:
• For center ©@ = <a,t*>, we introduce the center shifted forward to the realization time t:
<a,t>. Thus we have DOX(<<a,t>,w*>): the doxastic perspective of the actual addressee a at
realization time t in the actual world w*. Since the second argument of REVDOX in the
proffered content of suppose is <<a,t>,w>, w the world of evaluation, and in the imperative w
= w*, the actual belief state of the addressee at realization time will be used in the similarity
metric that’s part of REVDOX, constraining the resulting entertained counterfactual state.
• For center ©ENTERTAIN = <y,t′> in the proffered content of the logical form above—the
counterparts of the addressee and realization time, we have the counterfactually entertained
doxastic-like perspective of the entertainer in the counterfactual entertainment world w′, i.e.
ENTERTAIN(©ENTERTAIN) = REVDOX(p)(<<x,t>,w>). Thus, what y entertains at t′ is a state in
which p is true but which is otherwise as similar as possible to x’s beliefs about the actual
world at realization time.
Given this, imperative suppose p is truthfully realized just in case at realization time the agent’s
counterparts ©ENTERTAIN entertain the counterfactually revised belief state.
Then (40b) will be truthfully realized just in case at realization time the addressee’s counterpart
©ENTERTAIN entertains the counterfactual belief-like state which is as much as possible like ©@’s
doxastic state at realization time except that it is raining but it might not be is true. As is the
default in an attitude context, the anchor for any EMAs in the scope of ENTERTAIN will normally be
understood to be the agent of the attitude, and thereby that agent’s doxastic state (or here,
doxastic-like revised state) will serve as the ground for the modal’s Modal Base f. Hence, the
interpretation of EMAs in the complement of imperative suppose will be anchored to the local
center, ©ENTERTAIN.
As illustrated by Moore’s paradox, one cannot consistently entertain both q and possibly not-q.
In describing the paradox, the generalization is usually restricted to beliefs, but the constraint is
more general: If entertaining a state involves considering what follows in it, and if one is to
discover anything interesting by that investigation, then the state itself must be consistent.
Moore’s It’s raining but I don’t believe that it’s raining violates this requirement: the first
conjunct requires that q be true in all the worlds in the entertained state—the way the speaker
purportedly takes the world to be, while the second imposes the impossible-to-realize
requirement that not-q be true in at least one of them—that that belief state is still open to the
possibility that not-q is true. Now we can see that the same problem arises in (40b).
Given its arguments, this function would yield the proposition that is true in a centered world <<y,t′>,w′> in case
that world is the way that REVDOX says it is. But this is the doxastically counterfactual proposition that the
addressee is told to entertain, not what would be true were the imperative realized.
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For (40b), the complement p of suppose is of the form q and ◊¬q. To obtain the state to be
entertained by ©ENTERTAIN, one must apply REVDOX to p, revising the addressee’s belief state at
realization time to yield a state in which both q and ◊¬q are true, with ◊ anchored to ©ENTERTAIN.
Since the first conjunct makes the state to be entertained be one in which q is true in all the
worlds in that state, and the second (with possibility anchored to the entertainer) requires that ¬q
be true in at least one of those worlds, the revision to be entertained is inconsistent, just as in
Moore’s original case. The CHARACTER of might will make the second conjunct false in the
doxastic-like state REVDOX(q) (<<x,t>,w>)—the addressee’s doxastic state (at realization time)
counterfactually extended to make the first conjunct true in all worlds in the revised state. Then
(40b) asks something unreasonable of the addressee: it is an anomalous instruction, a direction
that cannot be realized.
But (40a) is quite different: There one is asked to imagine that one’s counterfactual counterparts
in the entertained counterfactual state—the derived centers—fail to believe something that’s true
in those worlds. We know well that our beliefs often fail to accord with the way things are, so
this is an unproblematic state to entertain. It is the counterfactual belief state of ©ENTERTAIN which
entails that p (it is raining), not that of the derived centers. So no contradiction arises.
To work this out in full formal detail would require a dynamic semantics of belief revision.
However, I think the sketch above provides sufficient detail to make it plausible that the
semantics on offer for suppose and the pragmatics of the doxastic anchoring of might together
offer a satisfying account of how Yalcin’s puzzle can be resolved. The account is simple and
independently motivated by what we have already said about the EMAs themselves, and by the
semantics of suppose. And pace Yalcin (2007,2010) and Stalnaker (2014:139ff), an account of
this phenomenon requires no expressivist treatment of modality or special posterior context.

4.4. Scope and pseudo-scope
Though it is often claimed that epistemic modals cannot take narrow scope relative to other
operators (Palmer 1990, Brennan 1993, Hacquard 2013), von Fintel & Gillies (2007b) offer the
following examples to argue that this is not always the case:
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)

Bill thinks that there might have been a mistake.
Where might you have put the keys?
The keys might have been in the drawer.
There can’t have been a mistake.
NPI epistemic can’t

[Attitude predicate over modal]
[Question over modal]
[Past over modal]
[Negation over modal]

The semantics proposed above offer a different perspective on this matter. It’s true that nonintensional operators tend not to scope over epistemic modals, leading to von Fintel & Iatridou’s
(2003) Epistemic Containment Principle:
The Epistemic Containment Principle: Epistemic modals tend to take obligatory wide
scope with respect to a wide class of quantifiers.
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In support of this, they offer (45):
(45)

Every candidate might win.

[von Fintel & Iatridou 2003]

They claim that on the epistemic understanding of might, (45) “has no true reading if there is at
most one winner of the election, even if there is no candidate that we know is going to lose.”
There is a possible reading of (45) with the universal wide, but the modal in this reading is
dynamic, not epistemic: ‘each candidate is capable of winning’. I agree that there’s a lot of
interference in this example from the dynamic interpretation of the modal, but perhaps that’s
partly because the dynamic reading is so very closely related in this case to a speaker-anchored
epistemic.
To control for interference from that possibility we can select a predicate that doesn’t lend itself
to being something someone is ‘capable of’, i.e. isn’t a naturally dynamic complement. I also
use a non-universal quantifier:
(46)

[spoken by a teacher whose students are having trouble with standardized tests:]
Given what I know about these kids, many of them might be amenable to working with a
tutor.

I readily get an interpretation for (46) which can be paraphrased as ‘there are many x s.t. x might
be amenable to working with a tutor’, and in fact find that more natural than the ‘it might be that
many are amenable’ interpretation. So the epistemic containment principle is not particularly
robust.
Also, as we might expect on the present account, it’s very easy to get the wide scope reading of a
universally quantified NP if that NP ranges over agents of an embedding attitude predicate that
takes an EMA in its complement:
(47)

Every candidate believed, on the basis of his own polls, that he might win. Some of them
were right, and others wrong.

Here the agents in question act as discourse centers that satisfy the doxastic anchoring
presupposition of might. And, as with presupposition satisfaction generally, if some operator
takes wider scope than the anchor for a modal, that operator will take wide scope over the modal
as well:
(48)

Every year, most candidates believed, on the basis of their own polls, that they might
win.
scope order: every - most - might

In other words, one key to the tendency to wide scope of EMAs is actually the pseudoscope
typical of constituents whose lexical content involves an anaphoric presupposition. For example,
consider the following cases involving anaphoric Bridging:
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(49)
(50)

If you park a car on a steep hill, engage the emergency brake.
The gears on this car tend to slip. If you park on a hill, engage the emergency brake.

In (49), the antecedent of the anaphoric description the emergency brake is understood to be the
(weakly familiar—Roberts 2004) emergency brake of the car introduced in the if-clause. Since
the antecedent is understood to be non-specific—the arbitrary car parked on a steep hill, and
hence falls under the scope of the operator associated with the bare conditional (per Kratzer, a
universal modal operator), the definite description seems to take narrow scope relative to that
operator, as well. But in (50), the weakly familiar antecedent is the emergency brake of the car
referred to with the demonstrative this car. Since that antecedent is introduced outside of the
conditional—we’re talking about a particular emergency brake, a singular entity—the
particularity extends to the denotation of the emergency brake itself. Thereby, though the
definite description doesn’t get displaced in Logical Form, it seems to have wide scope over the
conditional operator just because its antecedent does. This is pseudoscope. 19
Similarly, modal anchoring for EMAs as described here is most often to one of the interlocutors,
as reflected in the initial plausibility of DeRose’s (1991) Speaker Inclusion Constraint. This is
like the anchoring of so-called “pure” indexicals like English I, we or you, as reflected in the use
of global-only anchoring for indexicals in Kaplan’s (1979) account. It is global anchoring which
gives rise to pseudo-wide-scope, and the default tendency for global anchoring which gives rise
to the initial plausibility of the claim that EMAs always take wide scope. The examples
considered in this section argue that this initially plausible claim is false.
4.5 Response patterns, agreement and what’s at-issue 20
A number of important debates in the recent literature on EMAs hinge on how we understand
disagreements about the truth of assertions containing EMAs, and on a variety of attested response
patterns to such assertions. In this section, we take up first what it means to agree or disagree
with such assertions, arguing that this has generally been misunderstood. Then we turn to
consider how the response patterns can be understood and even predicted for particular contexts,
in view of an independently motivated account of how what’s at-issue in a given context helps to
both drive and constrain interpretation. In the course of this exploration, we motivate a revision
of the notion of RELEVANCE (from §2), which makes it sensitive not only to the simple truth or
falsity of a target proposition, but to its possibility or probability as an answer to the QUD.

4.5.1 Faultless disagreement
A central argument in favor of Relativism over Contextualism—in modals as in predicates of
personal taste (Lasersohn 2005; Egan et al. 2005; MacFarlane 2005, 2011; Egan 2007;
19

This isn’t what Kratzer (1998) means by pseudoscope. But I would argue that her observation of it in specific
indefinites comes down to a related kind of presupposition satisfaction.
20
This section owes a great deal to my work with David Beaver, Mandy Simons and Judith Tonhauser, cited
throughout. However, they are not responsible for any errors in my explanation and application of our results to the
cases discussed here. My understanding of Relativism owes a great deal to discussions with Kevin Scharp, Stewart
Shapiro, and, especially, Eric Snyder.
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Stephenson 2007, etc.) has been the observation of so-called faultless disagreement. A relativist
would argue that in examples like (51) neither Agnes nor Bruce has warrant to claim that what
the other said was false, since whether or not something is tasty is a matter of personal taste, not
subject to judgment by others:
(51)

Agnes: This salty Dutch licorice is tasty.
Bruce: No it isn’t! It’s terrible.

Now consider a modal counterpart in (52), from Egan (2007):
(52)

[Context: James Bond has just returned to London after infiltrating SPECTRE’s secret base
in the Swiss Alps, planting a bug in the main conference room and slipping out by night,
leaving persuasive but misleading evidence of his presence in Zurich. . . .While
monitoring the newly placed bug, Bond and his CIA colleague Felix Leiter overhear the
following conversation between Blofeld and his second in command, Number 2, after
Number 2 has discovered the misleading evidence:
[Number 2 to Blofeld:] Bond might be in Zurich.
Upon hearing this, Leiter turns to Bond and says:
[Leiter to Bond:] That’s false.

In this scenario, both Leiter and Bond have reason to know of the misleading evidence on which
Number 2’s claim is based, and to know that based on that evidence it is possible that Bond is in
Zurich. Nonetheless, according to the Relativists like Egan, Leiter’s That’s false is warranted. 21
In large part on the basis of such examples (see also Granger’s puzzle, above), Relativists claim
that the compositional, truth conditional content of a clause yields a proposition which is neither
true nor false by itself. Instead, it can only be judged by appeal to a contextually given assessor,
or Judge: in the case of (51), an agent whose taste determines the standards by which the licorice
is judged; in EMA statements like (52), the agent whose evidence or epistemic point of view is
brought to bear. Thus, in (52) Number 2 and Leiter express different opinions about the same
proposition, ‘Bond might be in Zurich’, the former asserting it, the latter denying its truth. The
assessor is a special type of index of interpretation, given once and for all for a given utterance. 22
In contrast, on the present account each EMA presupposes an anchor, which is contextually
resolved like other presuppositions in the course of dynamic interpretation. This type of account
leaves open the possibility that multiple EMAs (or other epistemic operators) within a clause
might be resolved to different anchors. And it makes Bond might be in Zurich with might
anchored by Number 2 express a proposition which itself takes Number 2’s doxastic perspective

21

I don’t find Leiter’s response natural in this constructed example. But since others have accepted the example as
given, I’ll ignore this quibble here.
22
See Lasersohn (2008) for treatment of cases where judges seem to be quantificationally bound with a special
meta-operator that shifts indices of assessment, and Snyder (2013) for a critique of Lasersohn’s proposal.
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into account. That doesn’t seem to be the proposition that Leiter is denying, given that he knows
about the misleading evidence.
Of course, different evidence may entail different open possibilities, without any of the relevant
agents being “wrong”. As a clear instance of this, consider this example from von Fintel &
Gillies (2008), after Gibbard (1981):
(53)

The Boss has two informants, Jack and Zack. There is a meeting of spies in a room, and
The Boss, Jack, and Zack know that one and only one of their (conveniently named)
comrades P, Q, R is a turncoat. Jack looks through his peep hole and sees clearly that it is
either P or Q who is the turncoat, and Zack looks through his peep hole and sees clearly
that it is either Q or R who is the turncoat. Each slips The Boss a note informing him:
a. [From Jack]: It must be that either P is the turncoat or Q is the turncoat.
b. [From Zack]: It must be that either Q is the turncoat or R is the turncoat.
The Boss gets the messages, concluding that Q is the turncoat.

Though this example seems to involve true faultless disagreement, von Fintel & Gillies point out
that if the Boss is the assessor, or judge, in a relativist semantics, and has no information about
who the turncoat is, then both Jack’s and Zack’s reports are false at that index, so he shouldn’t
draw his conclusion. But clearly he has good reason to think that both are correct, and
accordingly draws the correct conclusion. So this kind of case seems to argue that the Relativist
strategy for cases like (52) is inadequate to explain the full range of relevant intuitions.
Also, in (33), repeated from above, different bodies of evidence to which the same (speaker)
anchor is privy lead to faultless disagreement between one agent and herself:
(33)

Given the results of the DNA tests, John might be the thief. But if we take the eyewitness
seriously, John can’t have been the thief.
[von Fintel & Gillies 2007b]

Simply taking an assessor to be an individual agent would not suffice to explain the difference
here. Perhaps the specification of the assessor could be enriched to relativize it to an agent plus a
given body of information. But Dowell (2011) considers a wide range of additional examples
involving (dis)agreement, and concludes that altogether they pose significant problems for
Relativism, both “solipsistic Relativism”, where only the assessor’s evidence is relevant, and a
more flexible Relativism which admits of, e.g., group evidence.
A number of researchers, including von Fintel & Gillies (2008), Dowell (2011) and Moltmann
(2012) criticize Relativism and defend Contextualism for EMAs, partly based on consideration of
such examples, as well as on additional truth conditional grounds. Altogether, the weight of the
evidence against the Relativist approach seems compelling. 23 And the approach proposed here,
with variable anchoring, offers us the flexibility to account for examples like (53) and (33). But

23

Again, see the previous footnote for the more general problem with quantificational variance over judges. See
also Glanzberg (2007), Saebø (2009) and Schaffer (2011) for other critical discussions of Relativism.
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there is still the question of how to give a satisfying general account of examples involving
apparently faultless disagreement.
Consider a scenario in which two agents directly disagree about a modal claim:
(54)

Beau: John might be the murderer.
Cecile: No, he can’t be!

Just as in (51) where Agnes and Bruce bring different individual preferences to bear in their
judgments, in (54) Beau and Cecile presumably bring different evidence to bear as well. So both
Relativism and the present variable anchoring account could be said to predict that their
disagreement is “faultless”—Relativism because it takes the proposition John might be the
murderer to be the same in the two assertions, just assessed differently by the two interlocutors;
the variable anchoring account because it claims that John might be the murderer anchored to
Beau expresses a different proposition than it does when anchored to Cecile, so that both
utterances may express true propositions. But then, on the variable anchoring account, wherein
lies the disagreement indicated by Cecile’s No? Is it a disagreement over the truth of the modal
statement itself, over the truth of the prejacent, or, as I will argue, something else?
This is related to a problem with the account of Yalcin (2007), pointed out by Stalnaker
(2014:143,fn.12). Yalcin accounts for shifting epistemic anchoring via an indexed information
state. He claims that this state is obligatorily shifted under attitudes to the information state of the
agent of the attitude. Stalnaker takes issue with this obligatory shift, giving the following
example:
(55)

Alice: Jones believes that it might rain, but I disagree—I think we can count on fine
weather all day.

If the information state relative to which might in the complement of believes is interpreted is
that of Jones, then by asserting the first conjunct Alice is committed to the truth of it might rain
in Jones’ information state. But (55) strikes us as consistent, so we must conclude that Alice’s
disagreement is not over the proposition expressed by it might rain so-anchored, but over what
possibilities are live options.
This example points up a respect in which the debate over faultless disagreement as it has been
framed to this point begs a deeper question: What does it mean to agree or disagree, either in
response to what someone has said or with what someone believes?
Moltmann (2012) talks about both faultless disagreement and what she calls “faulty agreement”,
illustrated by the following:
(56)

(57)

Mary believes that it may rain (because she heard the weather forecast).
John believes that it may rain (because he noticed the cloud formation).
John and Mary believe the same thing (but for different reasons).
Mary believes that it may rain (because she heard the weather forecast).
John believes that it may rain (because he noticed the cloud formation).
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[valid]

John and Mary believe different things. . .

[invalid]

In (56) it’s clear that there’s a sense in which both Mary and John believe that it may rain is true,
even though they don’t share the same grounds for believing it. Even stronger, it’s quite odd in
that case to say that they believe different things (57). But on the present Contextualist account
(as well as those of the other authors cited above), the surface-identical complements of believes
in the two premises in these arguments express different propositions, the first about what
follows from Mary’s beliefs, the second about what follows from John’s. So what is the sense in
which the two agents agree?
This paradigm and (55) strongly suggest that (dis)agreement isn’t about the truth of the
proposition expressed by the speaker in a speech act or by an attitude complement, but about a
feature of the belief states of the relevant parties. That is, what the premises in (56) and (57) and
the complement in (55) tell us is that it is compatible with Mary’s and John’s and Jones’ belief
states that it will rain. And this is the sense in which they all agree: all have belief states that
admit of the (future) possibility of rain. So arguably the shared belief, the agreement, is not
about what the speaker says so much as about the possibility that it points to. Similarly, in (55)
Alice disagrees with Jones in that while his belief state admits of that possibility, hers does not.
This is what agreement and disagreement are about: belief states that are congruent in the
relevant way. This cannot be reduced in the general case to shared assessments of the simple
truth of a proposition—‘what is said’.
To clarify: von Fintel & Gillies (2008) argue that what Leiter is denying in (52) is not the modal
claim by Number 2, but its prejacent. That seems intuitively correct for (52), and MacFarlane
(2011:147) accepts that assessment of the example. However, we should not over-generalize
from this to assume that all cases of (dis)agreement over EMA statements are reducible to
disagreements over the truth of the prejacents in those statements. For example, in (54), Beau
hasn’t asserted that John is the murderer, so it seems incorrect to claim that Cecile is arguing
with him about whether John is the murderer, i.e. the simple truth of the prejacent. 24 Nor is it
intuitively clear that Beau and Cecile would agree with the theorist who claims that their
disagreement is “faultless” in the sense that each is correct relative to his or her own (differing)
evidence. Rather, even if they explicitly relativize their claims to their own belief states—Given
what I know, John might be the murder./No! Given what I know, he can’t be!—they would say
that one of them is right and the other is wrong, and that they’re arguing about whether John’s
being the murderer is within the realm of possibility. That is, their disagreement is not about the
truth of a proposition (either the prejacent or the evidential claim) but about what a realistic
belief state should be like. Something similar can be said about (55) and (56)-(57), as well.
Belief states are richer than propositions, and they admit of a richer notion of agreement and
disagreement: about possibility and necessity (and likelihood, etc.) as well as simple truth or
falsity.
24

One might argue that in (202) Cecile has just asserted that the prejacent is false, so that her disagreement with
Beau is over its truth value. But this is not generally sufficient: We could change the discourse to:
(i)
Beau: I think it’s likely that John is the murderer.
Cecile: No, that’s very unlikely/implausible.
Then though Cecile seems to concede that John being the murderer is in the realm of possibility, she disagrees with
Beau about its likelihood. Again, the disagreement lies in the shape of their belief states, not in their assessment of
the truth of a simple, non-modal prejacent or complement. See Moss (2015) on graded epistemic modals like likely.
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This shines light on some of the earlier examples considered, as well. In (52), Leiter disputes not
so much what Number 2 has said as what Blofield thereby admits as possible, i.e. Bond being in
Zurich. In (53), in accepting what both his trusted informants tell him, the Boss comes to have a
belief state that accords in the relevant ways with both of theirs; but he thereby has more
information than either of them and can reach a firm conclusion about who the turncoat must be.
Hence, the recent debate over faultless disagreement in utterances involving EMAs seems to be
somewhat misguided. One can argue that retractions and disavowals are similarly about one’s
former beliefs, rather than necessarily about the truth of the statements that reported them. And
one might speculate that this is more generally the case, pertaining to the debate over predicates
of personal taste as well.
But wait a minute! It’s fine to say that we have opinions about what a belief state should be like
with respect to propositions like those denoted by the above prejacents (making them true, false,
possible, probable, etc.). But don’t we also have beliefs about others’ beliefs? And couldn’t we
disagree about those beliefs, too? As we’ll soon see, we do just that in cases involving group
investigations based on joint evidence and in games like Mastermind.
But if that is so, how do we know, in a particular case, just what the disagreement is about?
In the next section, I’ll argue that (dis)agreement in a particular discourse, and in other types of
judgment and response as well, is not necessarily directed at the entire proposition expressed by
the target utterance, but at what’s at-issue in that utterance. Since QUD theory tells us that
interlocutors carefully track what’s at-issue at any point in a discourse, this gives them adequate
grounds to understand the disagreements expressed.
4.5.2 Responding to what’s at-issue
Patterns of felicitous evaluative response to statements containing EMAs have been the subject of
extensive discussion in the literature. See Lyons (1977), Swanson (2006), Stephenson (2007),
von Fintel & Gillies (2007b,2008), Portner (2009), and Dowell (2011), among many others.
Response patterns have been used as evidence for a variety of proposals about the semantics of
EMAs, ranging from speech-act accounts of modality through modal Relativism to cloud-ofcontexts accounts. But I am not aware of a systematic consideration of the range of possible
evaluative responses and their import for the semantics of EMAs. Here I characterize one general
feature of what response patterns tell us about the discourse status of an utterance: They reflect
what QUD the responder takes the target utterance to address, i.e. what’s at-issue. Interpretation
of the response itself requires the same information. And I consider what that might tell us about
the status of the prejacent in such utterances vs. that of the evidential claim itself.
Consider a simple discourse involving responses to statements with EMAs:
(58)

QUD:

What was the weather like yesterday when we were out of town?
Alex:
It might have rained.
Possible responses
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Barbara: No, it didn’t.
Chris:
No, it can’t have rained. I would have seen it on the weather report.
Assume that might in (58A) is anchored to Alex’s belief state, or to the Common Ground as he
knows it. The tag on Barbara’s response makes it clear that what’s being disputed is the truth of
the prejacent, whereas the alternative response by Chris seems to target the possibility that it was
raining. Of course, a rejection of the prejacent would entail a rejection of the possibility that it
rained; but on most accounts of epistemic might, the present account included, might p doesn’t
proffer the mere possibility that p, but instead its possibility relative to the worlds in the anchor
Alex’s belief state. However, as we saw in discussing purported faultless disagreements, our
intuition tells us that this relativized possibility is not what Barbara is getting at in (58)—in fact,
it’s not what Chris seems to be rejecting either.
Taking into account related observations about felicitous responses to declarative statements
with EMAs in the root clause, Swanson (2006.§2.3:73ff) argues that on some occasions someone
saying might p, serves to performatively raise the possibility that p, while on others it may be
used to either assert something (proposing to add the proposition to the CG), or to advise an
addressee on how to update her subjective probabilities. That seems intuitively correct from a
functional point of view. But this only raises further questions: (a) Do we need three kinds of
content for might p to explain how it can serve these different kinds of functions?, and (b) Are
there systematic contextual constraints on which function we can take might p to serve in a
particular utterance? If the answer to (b) is yes, as I will argue, then we might consider whether
the different roles might p plays are a function of the context of utterance, reflecting the
pragmatics of modal talk, rather than motivating some of the special semantics argued for by
other authors (a).
In connection with question (b), it’s clear from context in some examples that the doxastic state
associated with the EMA is part of what’s addressed in the response:
(59)

[Watson to Holmes, both privy to the same body of evidence:] Then the butler must be
the murderer!
[Homes to Watson, patiently:] No, my dear Watson. You’re forgetting that the
housekeeper also had the keys to the wine cellar.

Talk of the famous Holmes and his sidekick Watson evokes a context in which we know about
the kind of thing they’re up to—sifting through evidence to try to reach a best-hypothesis. The
goals and intentions of rational agents constrain and, in cases like this, establish the QUD, what’s
at-issue, as argued in Roberts (2004,2012b). Here Holmes’ denial doesn’t mean that the butler
isn’t the murderer, but instead refutes Watson’s claim about what follows from the evidence
available to them at that point—an inclusive ‘we’ (©we) anchoring of the EMA.
A set of related examples considered by von Fintel & Gillies (2008:83-84) consist of
(constructed) dialogues between players of the game Mastermind. This game involves a pair of
players, one of whom, the codemaker, has full access to an array of colored pegs, the other trying
to guess the colors and pattern within a limited period. This usually involves a series of partial
guesses by the codebreaker about the locations of particular colors. At each turn, the
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knowledgeable codemaker can give positive feedback about what the codebreaker gets right.
Here is one of von Fintel & Gillies’ examples:
(60)

[Pascal and Mordecai are playing Mastermind. After some rounds where Mordecai gives
Pascal hints about the solution, Pascal says:] There might be two reds.

(61)

[Mordecai, knowing the solution, has a range of possible responses:]
a. That’s right. There might be.
b. That’s right. There are.
c. That’s wrong. There can’t be.
d. That’s wrong. There aren’t.

Mordecai’s replies (61a) and (61c) clearly respond to the evidential claim in (60)—they affirm or
deny whether Pascal correctly reported his own evidential state, while (61b) and (61d) respond to
the prejacent alone. In the context of (60), since the goal of the game is for Pascal to guess the
solution, and the dialogue is intended to serve that goal, any questions cooperatively posed or
addressed should be RELEVANT to that goal. Roughly, an action is relevant to a goal just in case
it promises to help to achieve that goal. Then the question that’s RELEVANT for the goals of the
Mastermind game isn’t one whose answer would provide the final solution of the puzzle, but
instead one whose answer gives Pascal clues to that solution; this question is something like ‘Is
Pascal’s current doxastic state in accord with the evidence available to him at this point in the
game?’ In the context of the game, RELEVANCE predicts that replying to the prejacent alone, as
in (61b/d), would be uncooperative—it would both fail to address the QUD (which is about what
Pascal’s state of mind should be) and give the game away, depriving Pascal of the opportunity to
win. The RELEVANT responses would be (61a) or (61c). Note also that (61c) would express
Mordecai’s disagreement with Pascal about what Pascal’s own belief state should be (on the
basis of the evidence Mordecai knows Pascal has had access to), rather than expressing
disagreement about the simple prejacent alone. This is a solipsistic anchoring of can’t, with the
same anchor as that of might in (60).
But what can we say about EMA evaluative response patterns more generally and about where we
might expect to find which responses? The hypothesis I will consider here is that patterns of
felicitous evaluative response reflect what’s at-issue in the utterance to which they respond, in
the technical sense of at-issueness defined in §2. 25 In support of this, I will bring to bear several
diagnostics which give evidence about what’s at-issue in an utterance, i.e. about what makes it
RELEVANT to the QUD in the context of utterance (Roberts et al. 2009, Simons et al. 2011,
Tonhauser 2012). 26 First, in §4.5.2.1 we consider independence evidence for the utility of these
diagnostics, and apply them to EMA statements and questions. Then in §4.5.2.2 we briefly
consider how this bears on RELEVANCE, arguing for a refinement of that notion to take into
account talk of possibilities.
25

The structure of discourse is complex, and accordingly, responses can serve a variety of functions. Hence, this
hypothesis is not intended to serve as a complete theory of the semantics and pragmatics of response. See Asher &
Lascarides (2003), Ginzberg (2011), and Farkas & Bruce (2010) for other important considerations.
26
The inventory of ways of responding directly to an utterance, and what they presuppose and implicate about the
response, vary across languages (e.g. Farkas & Bruce 2010). Here I simply rely on native intuitions of speakers of
English as they pertain to the meaning of the English responses considered.
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4.5.2.1 Apt response, RELEVANCE, and diagnostics for what’s at-issue
Recall the different types of content that may occur in the CHARACTER of an expression—
presupposed content, auxiliary content, and proffered content. Non-proffered content cannot by
itself satisfy the requirement that an utterance be RELEVANT to the QUD. For example, Potts
(2005) claims that CIs (which crucially contain auxiliary content) are “nondeniable”, and Amaral
et al. (2007) extend this observation to demonstrate that we normally cannot directly respond to
an appositive like that in (62) with a direct affirmation or denial. In this example, the denial can
only be understood to target whether Edna started the descent, and not whether she’s fearless.
To respond to the appositive itself, we need something like Hey! Wait a minute!, as in (63):
(62)

A: Edna, a fearless leader, started the descent.
B: No, that’s not true.

(63)

A: Edna, a fearless leader, started the descent.
B: Hey, wait a minute! – Edna is not a fearless leader. She’s a coward!

These illustrate the following principle, Apt Response:
Apt Response: A direct response to utterance U can only be understood to target the at-issue
content of U.
A direct response might be evaluative: e.g., yes, no, that’s true/false; or in case U is a question,
the response is a (possibly partial) answer to U. Apt Response has implications both for the
interpretation of the target utterance and for that of the response itself. Insofar as the response is
clear, it can shed light on what’s at-issue in the utterance that provoked it; and the response itself
is interpreted in light of what’s evidently at-issue in the provoking utterance.
Recall the definitions of RELEVANCE and of what it is to be at-issue from §2. Take a
Provocation/Response sequence in discourse to consist of a speech act (question, assertion,
direction)—the Provocation, and the Response it prompts. Those definitions, Apt Response and
the requirement of RELEVANCE interact to yield a set of predictions about what constitutes a
felicitous sequence of Provocation and direct Response, and about how the latter will be
interpreted, yielding the constraints summarized in Table 2, where (N)AI is an abbreviation for
(Not) At-Issue:
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Character of Interaction
Provocation

Response

Question

Answer

Constraints as a function of (Not) At-Issue content
AI content of Provocation
Question Relevance: the

NAI content of a Question
doesn’t bear on an
Answer’s Relevance
Assertion Relevance: the
Assertion
Evaluation
NAI content of an
Assertion is not the target
of an Evaluation
Constraint follows from:
Apt Response

AI content of Response
Answer Relevance: the
NAI content of an Answer
does not satisfy Relevance
to a Question
Evaluation Relevance: the
NAI content of an Evaluation needn’t play a role
in evaluating the Assertion
def’ns of RELEVANCE, at-issue

Constrains
Relevance
to
Question
Nature
of
Evaluation

Table 2: Constraints on Provocation/Response interpretation
In the third column, Question Relevance and Assertion Relevance are instantiations of Apt
Response, constraining the range of felicitous responses to a Provocation in a given context, and
predicting which aspect(s) of the content of the Provocation a direct response would target. (62)
and (63) above illustrate Assertion Relevance: When the Provocation is an assertion, only its atissue content will determine what counts as the felicitous target of a direct evaluative response.
So only the AI content in A’s utterance in (62A)/(63A) can be the target of the direct denial in
(62B), the non-direct Hey! Wait a minute! response required to target the NAI CI. 27 Similarly,
when the Provocation is a question, Question Relevance tells us that it is only the at-issue
content of the question that determines what it is to be a RELEVANT answer. This is illustrated in
(64), wherein the yes/no question itself has both at-issue content and not-at-issue CI content :
(64)

A: Has Edna, a fearless leader, started the descent?
B: Yes (she has started)./No (she hasn’t started).
B′: #Yes, she’s fearless./#No, she’s not fearless.

The question is whether Edna has started the descent, not whether Edna is a fearless leader (the
CI content), and what counts as a felicitous direct response differs accordingly.
Among the RELEVANCE-based patterns in the fourth column of Table 2, Answer Relevance is
illustrated for CI content by (65). 28 A wh-question cannot be felicitously addressed by an
utterance in which the content of a CI is crucial to ensure the response’s RELEVANCE to the
question:
(65)

Who’s Edward Witten?
a. #A former linguist, Edward Witten, is now the top-dog in string theory.
b. Edward Witten, a former linguist, is now the top-dog in string theory.
(Amaral, Roberts & Smith 2007)

27

See Tonhauser’s (2012) carefully constructed diagnostics (1a, 1b, 1c), designed for using Assertion Relevance to
explore what’s at-issue in fieldwork elicitation or through controlled experiment.
28
See Tonhauser’s (2012) Diagnostic 2.
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In (65a), the main clause without the appositive, a former linguist is now the top-dog in string
theory, does not by itself address the QUD posed by the explicit question Who’s Edward Witten?.
Since only at-issue content can satisfy the requirement of RELEVANCE, and the RELEVANT
appositive is not at-issue, (65a) is infelicitous. In (65b), the contents of subject and appositive
are switched, yielding a RELEVANT at-issue main clause, and the result is felicitous.
Finally, Evaluation Relevance is illustrated for CIs by (66), where (66B) is a very odd response
to (66A) because the only content in (B) that’s relevant to (A), justifying (B)’s rejection, is the
auxiliary content of a CI:
(66)

A: Edward Witten is from St. Louis.
B: #No, Witten—who is from Baltimore, not St. Louis—is a physicist working on string
theory.

The results from application of all of these diagnostics argue that appositives are normally not atissue. 29 Hence, they are not part of the proffered content of the utterance in which they occur.
But the diagnostics work not only for the auxiliary content of CIs, but for other types of not atissue content as well, including content which is locally entailed—contributing to the truth
conditional content of the clause in which it occurs, and hence proffered.
For example, factive verbs like know, discover, and be aware of are standardly said to
presuppose the truth of their complements, as well as entailing them. Hence, on the standard
accounts of presupposition (Karttunen 1973, Heim 1983), we would expect that they always give
rise to presupposition projection, wherein their complements are taken to be true even when they
fall under the scope of negation, interrogation or a modal, despite the fact that these operators are
normally entailment cancelling. But it is well-known that in some cases factive complements
fail to project in that way; Abusch (2002,2009) thus dubs them “soft presupposition triggers”.
Beaver (2010) offers numerous naturally occurring examples when projection fails to arise with
these triggers. Simons et al. (2011) and Simons et al. (2015) argue that in fact projection only
occurs when the truth of the complement is not at-issue, whereas it fails to occur when the
complement is at-issue, whether with respect to an explicit interrogative or, as in the following
naturally occurring example, due to an implicit QUD:
(67)

…I haven’t tried this with wombats though, and if anyone discovers that the method is
also wombat-proof, I’d really like to know.
[Beaver 2010, (32)]

In (67), the first conjunct entails that so far as the speaker knows the method (this) may not work
with wombats, and the remainder makes it clear that the speaker would like to know whether it
does. So the complement of factive discovers, the method is also wombat-proof, is at-issue.
Accordingly, it fails to project out of the antecedent of the conditional, a typical projection
environment. See Beaver for many other examples, Simons et al. (2015) for further discussion.
See also Roberts (2011) for examples where the usually projective prejacent of only also fails to
project when it’s at-issue.

29

There are at-issue uses of appositives and non-restrictive relative clauses. See Syrett & Koev (to appear). But
those occur under special circumstances and will not concern us here.
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This is just to say that when the complement of a factive or the prejacent of only is that portion of
the utterance which satisfies RELEVANCE, its truth cannot felicitously be taken for granted in the
same context of utterance—it cannot be presupposed in the sense of Stalnaker (1974)—since that
would amount to a pragmatic contradiction: if a QUD is felicitous, the CG cannot entail its
complete answer (Roberts 1996). Therefore, in such contexts the complement does not project, a
behavior only licensed by pragmatic presupposition. There is a growing body of experimental
evidence that at-issueness is key to understanding projection with factives (Xue & Onea 2011;
Cummins, Amaral & Katsos 2012; Koev 2013; Syrett & Koev to appear), and with the normally
factive evaluative adjectives as well (Tonhauser et al. 2015).
But the other side of this coin, not often discussed, is that when the complement of a factive is atissue, the question of whether the attitude associated with the factive obtains between the agent
and the complement is typically not itself at-issue, as reflected in application of the diagnostics in
Table 1. This is closely related to a phenomenon discussed by Simons (2006) (drawing on
observations due to Hooper 1975), wherein a class of verbs that take sentential complements
(e.g. see, hear, think, believe, discover) may behave as parentheticals. On this use, “the
embedded clause carries the main point of the utterance, while the main clause serves some
discourse function”. Here are some examples:
(68)

Why hasn’t Louise been coming to our meetings recently?
a. I believe she’s left town.
b. She’s left town, I believe.
c: Henry thinks that she’s left town.
Possible replies to a - c:
d. But she hasn’t. I saw her yesterday in the supermarket.
e. No he doesn’t. He told me her saw her yesterday in the supermarket.

Simons argues that the parenthetical uses of believe and think in (68a-c) are evidential. This type
of use tends to license slifting, as we see in (68b), wherein the subject and main predicate are
postposed, rather like an adverbial. In (68a-c), Answer Relevance argues that what’s at-issue
relative to the explicit QUD isn’t the speaker’s or Henry’s doxastic state, but the proposition
denoted by the complement, ‘Louise has left town’. This is reflected in the possibility of a direct
response to the truth of that complement, (68d). 30 In keeping with Assertion Relevance, this
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Further evidence that in parenthetically used attitude reports the complement is at-issue comes from a subclass of
the parentheticals, verbs that Karttunen (1971) called the semi-factives (including found out, realize, learn, and
discover, among others), so-called because they have a strong tendency to presuppose their complements but quite
often do not do so, even in non-parenthetical, embedded uses. But when are they presuppositional? As Simons
notes, the standard examples in the literature are “cases where the expected presupposition disappears along with the
factive implication”, examples like (67) above. In that case, as we saw, the presupposition would be incompatible
with the speaker’s implication that the truth of the prejacent is at-issue.
The parenthetical use of a semi-factive, in contrast, is unembedded and therefore entails the truth of its
complement. But instead of being presupposed, the complement is treated as new information, the main point of the
assertion, as in (i), with a set of parenthetical semi-factives that could be felicitously used here:
(i)
Q: Why isn’t Louise coming to our meetings these days?
A: Henry’s discovered / realized / figured out / learned that she left town.
[after Simons 2006]
What the two kinds of examples, (67) and (iA), share is that the complement is at-issue relative to the explicit QUD.
So, as with the non-factive parentheticals believe and think in (68), we can also directly respond to (iA) with (68d).
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direct response doesn’t target the parenthetical attitude. But even though this use is
parenthetical, that does not mean that the attitude predicate plays no role in the truth conditions
of the proposition expressed: the speaker in uttering one of (68a) – (68c) is not committed to the
truth of the complement per se. Thus, the attitude in one of these assertions is still proffered, and
acts like an evidential hedge. Accordingly, someone can respond to one of them by denying the
evidential statement instead of the prejacent itself, as in (68e), thereby weakening the CG
evidence for the truth of the RELEVANT prejacent.
von Fintel & Gillies (2007b) notice that the parenthetical behavior of predicates like those in
(68), is parallel to that of some uses of EMAs, as in their (69): 31
(69)

Q: Why isn’t Louise coming to our meetings these days?
A: She might/must be too busy with her dissertation.

In this context, only the prejacent of (69A) is directly RELEVANT to the explicit question.
Answer Relevance argues that just as only the complements are at-issue in (68), only the
prejacent is at-issue in (69A), the evidential content of the EMA pragmatically backgrounded—
not at-issue. But just as (68a)-(68c) fail to entail their complements, the proffered content of
(69A) does not entail the truth of the prejacent. The speaker is not committed to the truth of the
foreground, at-issue complements or prejacents, only to their RELEVANCE. Then Apt Response
(Assertion Relevance) leads us to correctly predict that responses may target the prejacent in
such uses, as in (69R), a perfectly felicitous direct response to (69A):
(69′)

R: No she isn’t—she filed it last month!
R′: That can’t be right! I saw her out partying several times in the last month.

The fact that (69′R′) is also felicitous doesn’t argue either that the evidentiality itself is at-issue
or that might and can’t are anchored to the same agent(s): As we saw above in (54), even with
can’t anchored to the speaker of R′ such an indirect response entails an unwillingness to accept
the prejacent as a (possible) answer to (69Q). This illustrates how the independently motivated
principles and associated diagnostics considered here seem to apply naturally to EMA statements,
as well.
Assertion Relevance also straightforwardly explains the responses in (58) above, assuming the
anchoring of the modals as discussed. Barbara’s felicitous response (58B) targets the prejacent,
taking it to be what’s at-issue in Alex’s assertion, even though Alex did not directly assert the
prejacent. The explicit QUD what was the weather like…? is not itself directly addressed by
information about anyone’s belief state. Only the prejacent of (58A) is directly RELEVANT to the
QUD, and that is what is targeted by the felicitous (58B). Moreover, Chris’s own (solipsistic)
rejection of the possibility that it rained (58C) entails a rejection of the prejacent itself; hence is
also contextually RELEVANT to the at-issue prejacent, though indirect. Another way of putting
this is that Chris’s response rejects Alex’s proposal that they entertain the possibility that it
Thus, the thesis that at-issue content fails to project, evident in (67), converges here with evidence from Apt
Response and Relevance that the complements of parenthetical semi-factives are at-issue.
31
They do not analyze the example in terms of what’s at-issue and Relevance, but I take what they say to be
compatible with the present explanation.
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rained. This accounts for the felicity of (58C) without taking the Chris-anchored response to
directly entail the falsity of Alex’s belief state as reported in (58A). The interlocutors are
negotiating not about the truth of (58A), but about how to update the CG.
Prima facie, examples like (58) have been taken to make the best possible case for Relativism:
Alex and Chris both make claims about the possibility that it rained, one promoting it, the other
denying, and Barbara’s assertion likewise entails that that’s not a possibility. The fact that each
of them may make these claims based on their own solipsistic evidence doesn’t seem to figure in
their responses. These are uses where, as Swanson (2006:73) puts it “someone saying might p,
serves to performatively raise the possibility that p”.
Such examples are quite different from the Holmes/Watson example (59) and the Mastermind
responses in (61). Since Watson and Holmes are discussing their joint evidential state, the
evidentiality and force of the EMA are RELEVANT, and Assertion Relevance correctly predicts that
Holmes’ reply targets not the prejacent p, ‘the butler is the murderer’, but the entire modal
proposition, the claim that the evidence entails p. Even if it happens that the butler is the
murderer, this is not what’s at-issue. Similarly, what’s at-issue in (60) is what Pascal’s evidential
state should be, not the truth of the prejacent per se, predicting under Assertion Relevance that
directly responding to the prejacent as in (61b-d) would be infelicitous.
Now briefly consider how EMAs work in interrogative utterances, and the role they play under
Question Relevance in determining what answers are felicitous and what those answers can be
taken to mean. Consider (70): 32
(70)

[Context: Alex and Billy are roommates:]
Billy: Where are my keys?
Alex: I have no idea. Where might you have left them?

Billy’s question implicates that she doesn’t know where her keys are. Then Alex’s question
seems to display interrogative flip, so that the default assumption in the context given is that
might is solipsistically anchored to the addressee Billy. Alex is probing for any information
Billy might have that would help to locate the keys. (There is another question Alex might have
asked: Let’s see now—where might you have left them?, which has more the flavor of a
rhetorically posed question for joint reflection, taking the anchor of might to be ©CG, inclusive
‘we’.) Here are some answers Billy could felicitously make:
(70′)

Billy: I don’t know.
I thought I might have locked them in the car, but I didn’t see them through the
window. They’re not in the kitchen. . .

But compare Alex’s question in (70) and that in (71):
(71) Alex: Where are your keys?
Billy: I don’t know.
I might have locked them in the car…
32

Inspired by an example in von Fintel & Gillies (2007a). Would that there were space to analyze their original
example in detail here. See Dowell (2011) for enlightening discussion.
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Billy’s reply I don’t know in the two cases expresses a different proposition. In (71), I don’t
know means ‘I don’t know where my keys are’, whereas in (70′), it means ‘I don’t know where I
might have left them’. That is, the responses that would satisfy RELEVANCE in the two contexts
are not the same. This is predicted by Question Relevance, on the assumption that the EMA is
part of the at-issue content in Alex’s question in (70), whereas there is no modal in her question
in (71).
Finally, I claimed in §4.2 that anchoring an EMA to the addressee in an interrogative—
interrogative flip—is not automatic, but is another reflection of the context of utterance. This is
illustrated in the following Mastermind case:
(72)

[After some rounds where Mordecai gives Pascal hints about the solution, Pascal asks:]
{Do there have to / Must there} be two reds?

Achieving the over-arching goal of the game depends on the state of Pascal’s evidence, not
Mordecai’s. In fact, Pascal knows that Mordecai knows the truth of the prejacent itself. So here
the only goal-RELEVANT anchoring of have to or must is Pascal, the speaker himself, resulting in
a question with an EMA which does not involve interrogative flip. And again, the most felicitous,
cooperative and direct responses to (72) are those like the following:
(72′) [Mordecai:] No.
(72′′) [Mordecai:] Well, that I cannot tell you, but there might be.
in which no means not ‘no there aren’t two reds’ but ‘no there might not be two reds’, as
predicted by Answer Relevance. And the narrow prosodic focus on might in (72′′) contrasts it
with must in the question, arguing that the answer the speaker refuses to divulge in the first
conjunct is about the necessity of there being two reds given the information Pascal ought to
control. So RELEVANCE to the domain goal gives us the anchoring for the EMA in (72), and the
requirement of RELEVANCE to that question constrains interpretation of the responses in (72′) and
(72′′): the truth of the prejacent itself doesn’t directly bear on the question.
Question Relevance in interrogatives that contain EMAs shows us that the flexibility of the
doxastic anchoring of the EMA is independent of its foreground/background status—the anchor
may be the addressee (flip) or the speaker; but in either case asking an EMA question, as opposed
to questioning the prejacent alone, is likely to make the evidentiality itself part of what’s at-issue,
as reflected in the interpretation of apt responses.
Here we have seen how the requirements of RELEVANCE and Apt Response, and the resulting
constraints on Provocation/Response relations, correctly predict attested patterns of response in
discourses involving EMAs. This account of the oft-attested difference between the evidential
implication and the prejacent in EMA assertions is non-ad-hoc, since the phenomenon of
proffered content being backgrounded by the QUD is attested in other types of content—semifactives and several other attitude predicates, the prejacent of only (Roberts 2011), etc.
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4.5.2.2

RELEVANCE

revisited

The kinds of examples we’re considering here motivate a reconsideration of what it is to be
RELEVANT, to permit it to take into account not only the simple truth or falsity of possible
answers to the QUD, but their possibility or likelihood, as well. Consider (73):
(73)

Q: Is it raining?
A:
It might be: People are coming in with wet umbrellas.
Well, John thinks so.
The weather report said there was a 0% chance of rain today.
They haven’t cancelled the company picnic.

None of the answers in (73A) satisfies the original definition of RELEVANCE, because none
contextually entails that it is or isn’t raining. But intuitively all are RELEVANT because they bear
on the likelihood of one or the other answer. If accepted, the CG will entail that the anchor has
RELEVANT evidence. If, in addition, the interlocutors take the anchor to be reliable (e.g., John is
a weatherman, the weather report is more often than not correct, etc.) and the evidence plausible,
this will entail an adjustment in the CG of the probability that it is raining, and hence about
whether that might be the correct answer to the QUD. And in this way, acceptance of the
assertion leads to the CG agreeing with the anchoring agent’s evidential state as that bears on the
truth of it’s raining, in the sense of agreement in §4.5.1.
This argues that RELEVANCE is a richer notion than is captured in the definition in §2. An
assertion is RELEVANT to the QUD not only when it entails a partial answer to that question, but
also when it brings new evidence to bear on what the answer might be. Here is a first stab at how
we might capture this for assertions: 33
An assertion is RELEVANT to the QUD just in case it contextually entails information
about the likelihood of a partial answer to the QUD.
Consider cases where p directly entails a partial answer to the QUD. The speaker is always the
anchoring agent in a simple assertion of p. Hence, accepting the assertion of p and coming to
agree with the speaker would amount to accepting the truth of p in the CG, removing ¬p worlds
and thereby partially resolving the QUD. In this simple case, the new notion of RELEVANCE
agrees with the earlier notion in §2. Similarly, when the QUD is about some agent’s evidential
state and the response is an assertion EMA-p that reports on that state, the response itself is
directly RELEVANT, and adding it to the CG partially answers the QUD.
But we can understand why the speaker might cooperatively assert EMA-p even when only p
itself, and not the evidential state reported, is RELEVANT to the QUD. The speaker may not have
sufficient evidence to confidently assert p, but on the basis of what evidence she has thinks that p
33

Consideration of all the factors that should be taken into account in developing an adequate revision of

RELEVANCE is outside the scope of this paper. For example, it becomes clear that we need to consider how to grade
relative RELEVANCE, since if ?p is at-issue, there is a sense in which either of the answers p or not-p would be more

RELEVANT than mere ◊p or ◊not-p. This rough revision is just a place-holder for a deeper investigation, here because
it is RELEVANT for present purposes.
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may be or even is very likely to be the answer to the QUD. Let’s assume for the purposes of
discussion that her evidence is purely private, not available to the other interlocutors (or that the
anchor is some third person whose evidence is similarly unavailable in the CG). Then what is the
result of acceptance by the interlocutors of the solipsistically anchored assertion that EMA-p?
First, as in Stalnaker (1979), it leads to the addition of the evidential proposition expressed to the
CG. But in such a context acceptance also has another, crucial effect, driven by RELEVANCE:
Since the interlocutors take it that the speaker knows what’s at-issue, and hence that only the
prejacent p is RELEVANT, and since her assertion provides evidence about the truth of p, it
pragmatically poses the RELEVANT question ?p. (Note that if p is RELEVANT, ?p is RELEVANT,
and vice versa.) ?p is a partition over the CG, felicitous only if ?p is RELEVANT to the previous
QUD and the answer to ?p is not entailed by the CG—i.e. both p and ¬p must be live options. So
by raising the RELEVANT ?p and thereby implying that ◊p, the speaker is thereby suggesting that
the interlocutors entertain p as a possible answer to the QUD.
Just as in the parenthetical uses of attitude predicates where the complement alone is not asserted
or entailed, in an EMA-p answer the prejacent is neither asserted nor entailed. This is why we say
that the EMAs in such cases are proffered but backgrounded. But still what’s at-issue is p, and
this is reflected in what counts as an Apt Response, as we saw in the previous section.
Now consider again the three functions that Swanson (2006) suggested for an epistemic modal
claim: (1) it may assert something (proposing to add the proposition to the CG); (2) it may
performatively raise the possibility that p; and (3) it may advise an addressee on how to update
her subjective probabilities. I assume that in all the declarative uses considered above, the EMA-p
statement is a Stalnakerian assertion, performing function (1). But when what’s at-issue is p
alone, (2) the statement pragmatically (via RELEVANCE) raises the possibility that p (posing ?p),
and (3) suggests a revision of the CG in such a way as to agree with the EMA-anchor, which
(because the CG is common) entails that cooperative addressees will update their purported
subjective probabilities with respect to p accordingly. Thus, we don’t need Relativism or Speech
Act operators to explain the attested response patterns, nor do we need to assume that the
different discourse functions performed by EMA statements reflect any conventional ambiguity.

5. Conclusions and prospects
This paper argues for three principal theses about epistemic modals like English must and might:
1. Following von Fintel & Gillies, I argue that epistemic modals are evidential. My semantics
differs from theirs in significant ways, largely because I take evidentiality to be doxastic and
suppositional, rather than truly epistemic and explicitly “indirect”. I claim this revision lets
us capture the intuitive indirectness as a non-detachable Gricean implicature.
2. Such epistemic modals are presuppositionally anchored to a discourse center, as evidenced
by (a) shiftability under attitudes, in questions, and in extended supposition, modal
subordination and FID, and (b) related apparent scope patterns (presuppositional pseudoscope). The contexts in (a) are just those in which we expect an alternative discourse center
to be available and relevant. Because the default epistemic agent in an utterance is the
speaker, and anchoring to the speaker gives the effect of widest scope, we predict the default
wide pseudo-scope.
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3. The discourse status in an epistemic modal statement of the modality per se, partly evidenced
by attested felicitous response patterns and agreement, is a function of the QUD and what’s atissue. Epistemic modality is quite often backgrounded. However, unlike the presupposed
anchoring to a discourse center, the tendency to be backgrounded is not conventional, but is
instead a function of what’s typically at-issue—the kinds of questions we tend to pose.
Another way of putting this is that we respond to an assertion qua answer.
These theses are related. For example, which agent the modal is understood to be anchored to is
also partly a function of the QUD, as we saw in §4.5.
Egan et al. (2005) argue against a Contextualist account of might and must partly on the grounds
that their context sensitivity is different from that of purely anaphoric elements like local or
enemy, which are much more promiscuous in how their implicit arguments are anchored. That
is, their (74) would be felicitous without prior discussion or relevance of any particular locale:
(74)

Many local bars are full of Browns fans.

Professor Granger (still in the South Pacific), hearing this spoken over Skype by her friend Jason
in Cleveland, will not hesitate to say “that’s right”. The fact that the relevant bars aren’t local to
her doesn’t interfere with her willingness to agree with (74), unlike how the fact that she knew
that she wasn’t in Prague interfered with her willingness to agree with Myles’ claim that she
might be in Prague. Cross-linguistically, the difference between the EMAs and the merely
anaphoric elements is real, but the reason is that the EMAs, like other indexicals—pure, impure,
and shifted—require a discourse center as antecedent anchor, while local and its ilk do not.
Accounts which address the kinds of puzzles we’ve considered in §4 above by taking EMAs to be
expressive, or to be interpreted relative to an Assessor (Relativism) or speech act operators, all
fail to be able to account for the full range of puzzles considered there. Furthermore, most of
them have difficulties with the fact that EMAs work quite as well in embedded contexts, without
many of the features that motivate special semantics in root clauses.
On the other hand, Portner (2005, 2007) and Moltmann (2012) both tentatively suggest that EMAs
may be shiftable indexicals. This certainly touches on the proposal made here, but it lacks
specificity, and fails to consider the difference between the shiftable indexicals, which typically
can only be anchored to a lexically specified subset of the set of possible discourse centers, and
the EMAs, which can be anchored to any salient, RELEVANT discourse center. On the accounts
I’ve proposed (see Roberts 2015 for the shiftable indexicals), both are anchored by a doxastic
center, and both are de se. But the potential anchors for the attested shiftable indexicals must
belong to one of a conventionally given class: e.g. Amharic –ññ can only be anchored to ©*, ©@
or ©say, the last center corresponding to the agent of a verb of saying. But EMAs may shift
anchoring more promiscuously. They are more like come (Barlew 2015), in that they may be
anchored to any contextually salient and RELEVANT perspective. So though both are indexical in
my technical sense—anchored to a discourse perspective—in this respect, EMAs are more like
anaphoric elements than like English indexicals as classically conceived (Kaplan 1977/1989).
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Finally, note that the conclusions I draw in §4.5 about the influence in discourse of the assertion
of EMA statements, and about the corresponding patterns of apt response, bear more generally on
the role of evidentiality in discourse and on whether evidential statements across languages are
modal or, e.g., involve an evidential speech act operator. The conclusions here suggest that
evidentials always involve epistemic modality as part of their meaning, a meaning that might be
more specific for particular evidential particles in a variety of ways—e.g., specifying that the
evidence the anchor brings to bear is of a certain type (direct, reportative, inferential, etc.). But
in languages with pervasive evidential morphology, the evidentiality per se is never itself atissue, even though the evidential’s prejacent is itself not asserted (as in the EMA statements
considered above). According to Greg Kierstead (p.c.), this is the case with Tagalog reportative
evidential daw. Are these cases where the evidential morpheme is proffered but conventionally
backgrounded? What would that mean?
There is much more to say, but space precludes further speculation. I hope these notes will
prove useful to others considering the rich class of epistemic modal auxiliaries, and epistemic
modality and evidentiality more generally.
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